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In Our 93rd Year

David Hall Shares Honor
At FBLA Convention Here
Sign carried by young _ hitchhiker: "Hope your business is
picking up".
This weather is not too difficult
to take with the warm days and
cool nights. It will not be too
long before the nights do not get
so cool, then it will be nice.
Congratulations to Mrs. Laura
Mayfield who will be-10 oft
March 27. She lives near
Coldwater on Farmington
Route One.
Papa Dill, long time merchant
of Hazel is now a resident of
Fern Terrace Lodge on U. S.041
North. Papa Dill will be 94 years
old March 24. That's tomorrow.
Congratulations Papa Dill.
Those who know him remember
him as a fine merchant for
many years.

Folks who want to organize a
local chapter of the Good Sam
Club should be at the meeting
Monday night at Federal
Savings and Loan. Harry Bell is
the organizer. This is for folks
who do a lot of treyeling around
in recreational vehicles.
--4t---was in making education
not only common to all, but in
some sense compulsory to all,
that the destiny of the free
republic of America was
practically
settled" ...James
Russel Lowell.
"Where we are free to act, we
are also free to refrain from
acting, and where we are able
say No., we are also able to
say Yes"...Aristotle.
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The County Road Departrnent
has done a good job on Doran
Road. Not only have they filled
the holes, some of which extended two feet in from the side
of the road, but they also actually widened the road in some
places by as much as a foot. We
feel sure the folks who travel
this toad-appreciate this work
and also the rural mail carriers,
since blacktop was extended to
where the rural carrier could
stay on blacktop to service the
mail boxes. In some cases
gravel was put atthe edge'ofthe
road where the mail carrier had
to get close to the mail box.
GARAGE SALE
The P.L.A.'s of Calvary
Temple Church will have a
garage sale at 907 North 16th
Street, Murray, starting at
eight 8:M. on Saturday, March
25. Items for sale will include
auto tires, bathroom sink with
fixtures, some
furniture,
clothing, toys, and many other
useful items.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Mostly fair through Friday.
Highs today and Friday 55 to
60. Colder tonight. Lows in the
low 30s. Saturday warmer. A
chance of showers late in the
day_
Porbability of precipitation
near zero today and tonight, 10
per cent Friday.

Darlene
McPherson
of
Carlisle County High School
was chosen Miss FBLA, and
David Hall of Calloway County
High School and Steve Cunningham of Benton High School
shared the Mr. FBLA honor
during the regional conference
of the Future Business Leaders
of America at Murray State
University Tuesday.
Miss McPherson is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elloyd McPherson of Arlington
Route 2. Hall is the son of Mr.
iff-16ruif4
and I'veiTlate
Route 4, and Cunningham is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Cunningham of Gilbertsville.
They were among about 500
high school students from 30
FBLA chapters in West Kentucky who were on the Murray
State campus for a day of
contests and activities. The
meeting marked the first time
the conferences have been held
at the regional level.
Competition for the coveted
Mr. and Miss FBLA titles was

only one phase of activity in a
day that included 21 other
contests, including both school
and individual competition.
Winners in each category were
warded trophies, while second
and third place finishers were
presented ribbons.
First, second and third place
award-winners will represent
the region against winners from
three other regions in the state
FBLA competition in Louisville
April 6-7-8. State winners wing°
on to the national conference in
Houston, Texas, in June.
Other first place winners in
the individual categories were:
Most Original Project and
Spelling Relay (two separate
awards;—Mona Riley of Lone
Oak High School, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D.K. Riley of P
Paducah Route 5.
Speaking—Richard
Public
Knight of Heath High School,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roby
Knight of Kevil.
Junior Clerk Typist—Kent

Max Hart,(haInnen of larary Board of Trnsteesi Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Librarian; Mrs.
William Boyd, acting Imam for Willianflioyirbilli. Joe Sledd, secretary; Robert Hendon,
president: Mrs. Gedrie Pasehail, director; and Mrs. Arlie Scott,51irector, are discussing business
prior to the annual Friendiallite Library meeting.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An almost eerie stillness fills
the Kentucky state Capitol
these days.
Less than a week after the
(Continued on Page Ten)
legislature called it quits for
another regular session, things
are settling back to normal in
the building and the town.
These students are winners of the annual Murray Woman's
It is possible, for example, to
Club students' contests. The contests are held each year in the
walk from one end of the third
subjects of music, poetry, short stories, and essays. The winning
floor to the other without trippentries will be entered in the state contests and the winner in the
ing over a single lobbyist pleadmusic division will play at the district contest at Ken Bar Inn this
ing the virtues of his favorite
Saturday.
bill.
One can stand in the first
floor rotunda without fear of
being trampled by a horde of
racing, shouting school children
come to see the legislative
process first hand.
Even the constant pecking of
typewriters along press row
has been silenced.
Mrs. Louise Deatrick of Lexington, one of four guides who
leads tourists through the
marble halls, said visits by stu-•
dents averaged about 1,000 a
•-• day while the Legislature was
in session. Normally, she said.
Randall Winchester, son of
Donna Humphries won the the first three months of the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winmusic contest with her selection year are slow.
chester, Route 7, Murray, won
of "Sonatina" by Khachaturian.
the short story division. Young
She is the daughter of Mr. and Two Car Collision
Winchester is 14 years old and a
Mrs. Dean Humphries of Olive
freshman at Murray High
St., and is a ninth grade student &tars- Wednesday
School. His story 1188 titled
at Murray High. Debbie Jenkins
"The Adventures of Eievelea
The Murray Police Departwas the alternate winner.
Try."
ment investigated a two car
collision Wednesday afternoon
that occurred on the parking lot
of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc.-No injuries were liatedert
the report filed by the officers
Involved were a 1966
Chevrolet four door hardtop
owned by Hazel Underhill and
driven by Roscoe Hopson Underhill of Benton Route Five,
and a 1965 Chevrolet four door
sedan owned by Minnie Sanders
of Paris, Tenn., and driven by
William Rowe of Route Three,
Purye,ar, Term.
Police said both cars were
backing out from parking
spaces on the clinic lot when the
collision occurred.

Student Contest Winners

Winners in the poetry contest were, left to right, Annette Strode,
second place winner in the high school division. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Strode of Murray Route 3 and
is a senior at Calloway County High School. Lisa English, first
place winner in the elementary division. Miss English is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy English of 1614 Loch Lomond Dr.,
and is a sixth grade student at Murray Middle School. Tares
Roach, first place in the high school division, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roach of Hazel Route 1. She is a senior at
Calloway County High. Ricki Barkhurst, second place winner in
the elementary division, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Davis of Murray Route 5 and is a sixth grader at New Concord
Elementary School.

Kentucky
Mostly cloudy with widelyscattered light rain, occasionally mixed with snow at higher
elevations in northern kentucky
today, ending tonight. Elsewhere partly cloudy, becoming
mostly fair over the entire
state tonight and Friday. No
important
temperature
changes, High today in the upper 40s and 50s. bows tonight in
the 30s Highs Friday mostly in
the 50s.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Chance of showers or thundershowers through Monday
with a warming trend. Lows
mostly in the 30s Saturday rising to the mid 40s to-the mid
50s Monday. Highs in the mid
50s to the low 60s Saturday, rising to the 70s Monday.

New Concord is soon to
become the locatiOn of a 3200
foot commercial airport according to Toby Alder, owner
and developer of the airstrip.
Aller hopes to-provide a better
and faster means for flying

Steve Gough, ROO of Mr. and Mrs. James Gough, was first place
winner in the essay competition. At right is Mark Winchester, sou
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester, who won second place in the
essay contest. Both boys are fifth grade students at Murray
Middle School and their essays were titled "What is Right with
America."

Two Charged In
Attempted Theft
At Tucker Horn
Leland Joe Manning of
Kirksey Route One and Elmer
Dillon of Murray have been
charged with "petit larceny" in
connection with the attempted
theft of gasoline from the farm
of James Tucker northwest of
Kirksey, last night, accordinkto
the office of County Judge
Robert 0. Miller and County
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
Sheriff Steele and Deputy
Sheriff Maurice Wilson were
called to the Tucker home about
8:30 p.m. Steele said Mrs
Tucker had discovered Manning and Dillon with their car
backed up to farm gas tanks
by the side of the house and
were attempting to get the gas
from the tanks.
The two men were held by the
Tucker family until the lkw
officials arrived. Manning and
Dillon were placed in the
custody of County Jailer Heel
Jones at the Calloway Coin t
Jail.

Byers Storm Door
Broken By Shots

Kentucky State Trooper
Charles _Stephenson
and
Calloway CountyDeputy Sheriff
Curt Willoughby investigated
the shooting of the glass storm
door at the home of Bobby
Byers, located east of Hazel on
the State Line Road, last night
about 8:30.
With luck and a bit of planOfficials said the #ont door
ning, a class that spent several
had been broken siith pellets
hours traveling to Frankfort
from a shotgun. No one was
The Friends of the Library
from one of the far ends of the
home at the time the incident
state might have been person- organization met Tuesday occurred.
night at the Calloway County
ally guided through the Capitol
by its own state senator or rep- Public Library with Robert
ATTEND MEET
resentative and later in- Hendon, president, presiding.
Miss Beverly Calloway and
Officers were elected who are Mrs. Hilda Bennett of the Merle
troduced from the House or
as follows: Robert Hendon, Norman Cosmetic Studio, 107
Senate floor.
Mrs. Deatrick pointed out, president; Dr. Durwood Beatty, North 4th Street, Murray, atvice-president; Mrs. Joe Sledd, tended the Merle Norman
however, that even legislative
days aren't the busiest for her- secretary; and William Boyd, regional meeting held Monday
treasurer. Members of the
self and the other guides. Those
and Tuesday at the Albert Pick
Board of Directors are Dave Motor Inn, Memphis, Term.
come in late April and May
when student visits jump to- Willis. Mrs. Geciric Paschall,
and Arlie Scott.
around 1,500 a day, she said.
A report on the libpery
It no longer is necessary to
grounds landscaping was given
park at the foot of the hill and
by Arlie Scott. He said that all
walk great distances to the
foundation planting was
building. Most of the barriers
completed and the reading
reserving convenient spaces for
legislators have been removed. garden, in the rear of the
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
Paula Mucci, the attractive, library, wag nearing comyoung receptionist in Gov. Wen. pletion. Border planting along All but one of Kentucky's indell Ford's office, said the the property lines is the next cumbent U.S. Representatives
phase to be considered by The have filed for re-election to the
(Continued on Page Ten1
"Friends" group. Hendon House.
appointed a committee conThe only exception is 6th Dissisting of Dr. Beatty, Dr. Alfred trict Congressman William P.
Wolfson, Maurice Humphries Curlin, who is expected to reand Dr. Roger Macha to further veal his plans Monday.
the
beautification of the
There has been speculation in
reading garden.
the last few days that Curlin
Revival services will be held
Max Hurt, Chairman of the won't seek re-election, although
at the Alm° Heights Pentecostal
Calloway County Library Board he announced earlier he would
Church startting Sunday,
of Trustees, commented on the seek a full term in the election
March 26, and continuing
-loyalty of the "Friends" over a this year.
through Sundaye.4pril 2.
'period of years. He said, "Those
Curlin was elected last DeClyde Speed of Mayfield will
of you who are 'Friends' have
be the guest evangelist for the
gone the extra mile in lending
services to be held at 7:30 p.m.
support to the library and
each evening. The public is
showing your appreciationin a
invited to attend, a _churcti
langibte
spokesman said.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian, also thanked the
Betty Ryland Lanning of
group for a year of hard work
and gave a brief progress report Murray has been awarded a
$100 residence hall scholarship
on the library.
A membership drive will for the spring semester at
begin soon and members may Murray State University. ,
The daughter of Dr. Adam B.
send or bring their annual dues
to the library or to Bill Boyd, Lanning of 1607 Farmer, she is
A Pastor-Deacon Fellowship treasurer. The dues are $IM for majoring in philosophy and
will be held Friday, March 24, individual regular membership, history. She had a grade point
at the Jonathan Creek Baptist $3.00 for organizations, $10.00 standing for last semester of
Assembly. The meal, costing for patrons of the group, and 4.00.
Eighteen scholarships were
$1.50 will be served at seven $100.00 for life membership.
Hendon called for comments awarded to coeds chosen from
p.m.
Bro.
Jesse
Stricker, train the group and several 83 applicants. Requirements
Stewardship Department, and people in attendance offered are a 3.5 grade point, on a 4.0
their help in collecting dues scale, for the past semester.
Dr. A.W. Walker, Annuity
Department, of the Kentucky and soliciting new members. He Recipients are selected on the
Baptist Convention at Mid- expressed his thanks to all those basis of campus and dormitory
dletown will be the speakers for present and asked for an ad- activities. The scholarship fund
journment of the annual is supported by proceeds from
the meeting.
vending machines on campus.
All deacons and pastots of the meeting.
Blood River Baptist Association
are urged to attend, according
to a spokesman for the group.

Library Friends
Hold Annual
Meeting Here

Revival Planned At
Pentecostal Church

Betty Lanning

Hazel School To
Have Intramural
Games, Supper
The Hazel Elementary School
will have a barbecue supper
along with its annual intramural games tonight.
beginning at 5:00 p.m.
The first game will begin at
6:30 with supper being offered
from 5:00 p.m all through the
mines, according to principal
Rot Cothran.
The first and second grade
boys will play first, followed by
the third and fourth grade boys.
The fifth and sixth grade boys
will play third, followed by the
fifth and sixth grade girls. The
last game will be between the
seventh and eighth grade girls.

enthusiasts to vacation on
Kentucky Lake.
If he receives permission
from the county to move an
access road, Aller plans to
lengthen the runway to 400 feet,
long enough to accommodate
small jet planes.
Aller is presently working
with the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce, and
together, they are trying to get
a recreational area, such as the
one proposed by Western
Waterland, Inc., to locate near
the airport.
Holiday Inns,—Inc., and
Howard Johnson's both motelrestaurant chains, have both
been contacted by Aller, who
said that he is confident one of
the motels would locate in the
area in the.future after a need
was more evident.
Aller has offered to donate 35
acres of land to a developer who
would establish a recreational
area near the airport.
The airport is located about 4
miles from New Concord just
off of Highway 444 on Blood
River.
Allen said this morning that
2,000 feet of the airstrip was
ready for paving, and that he
to complete
the
hoped
remainder in the near future.

cember to fill the unexpired
term of the late U.S. Rep. John
Watts, D-Nicholasville.
To date, the only candidate
who has filed for the 6th District seat is Thomas Ward of
Versailles, a 37-year-old Woodford County farmer. Several
other persons have said they intend to run for the seat.
,Kentucky's other incumbent
Congressmen all have filed for
re-election.
In the 1st District—BOP:Frank A. Stubblefield-,
-D-Mur;='-ray, will be challenged for the
Democratic nomination by Kenneth A. Burkhart of Paducah,
No Republicans have filed.
Rep. William H.'Natcher,
,
didate to have filed in the 2nd
District.
In the 3rd District, incumbent
Romano Mazzoli, D-Louisville,
and Phillip Vernon Baker of
Shivelf have filed for the
Democratic nomination. James
Albert Crumlin of Louisville
has filed for the.
nomination.
Continued on Page Ten

Murray Man's Car
Damaged When It
Collides With Bull
A wandering Black Angus
bull caused two traffic accidents within moments of each
other early Monday night on
Highway 641 near Paris, Tenn.
State
Trooper
Roe
Hollingsworth said the bull was
first struck by a car driven by
Charles' Henry Parks
of
Puryear. Parks' car ran off the
highway into a ditch and
overturned, but Parks was not
injured.
The bull, apparently only
stunned by the impact, wandered around in the roadway
and a few moments later was
struck a second time and killed.
The second car was driven by
Robert Martin of Murray, Ky.
He too apparently was not
seriously injured, although his
car was heavily damaged.
The ownership of the bull was
not determined.
CORRECTION
word was omitted from
Liberty
grocery's
ac1.1
vertisement in Wedriesda,s
Ledger & Times. The item
should have read "Double Luck
Green Beans, 3 no. 211 canst
$1."

A

Kentucky State Trooper Walter Adroit and Mark Brady,
Drivers Ed. instructor at Murray High School, are showing two
films on highway safety to every student enrolled at Murray High
School this week in the school's drive to improve the safety record
in this area. This is part of the statewide drive underway in all
high schools.
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Two Local Men
Complete Army
Bask Trainint

rue are among those which must
now be determined in additional
Army Privates Michael S.
studies before the techntque is
Harrell and Steven L Duncan
Using bacterial viruses, a new
ready for use.
research technique has been dehave recently completed eight
The scientific leant in its reveloped which has potential ap- ported work has shown that, unweeks of basic training at the
plication in the treatment of a der laboratory conditions, bacU.S. Army training center at
number of genetic or hereditary- terial viruses are able to infect
Fort Campbell, Ky.
origin diseases.
human cells grown in tissue culHarrell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
This means that it may be- ture. The cells used were derived
George E. Harrell, Route 3, and
come possible, for example, to from a patient with galactosecure some forms of M.R.—men- mia, a genetic disease in which
Duncan son of Mr. and Mrs.
tal retardation—by infecting pa- there is a lack of activity of a " 'Runes L. Duncan, Route 1,
tients with a virus.
specific enzyme required to meAlmo, were given instruction in
Dr. Carl R. Merril of the Na- tabolize the sugar, galactose.
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
tional Institute of Mental
Galactosemia, caused by a
map reading, combat tactics,
Health, Health Services and missing gene, can lead to menmilitary courtesy, military
Mental Heald' Administration tal retardation, impairment of
of the U.S. Department of body functions, and even death
justice, first-aid, and army *
Health.Pflug-26,w and Welfare. in-sarly childhood. Viruses- sehistory -and- traditions. —
made the discovery as bead of lected for the study contained
Duncan and Harrell received
..0 a research team. They reported the bacterial genes necessary for
training with Company A,
in the British scientific journal, the metabolism of galactose, inFourth Batallion of the First
Alattrre, that the discovery suscluding the one defective in gaBrigade.
gests_that viruses may play an lactosemia. They found that an
Duncan's wife, Cynthia, lives
important natural role in the ex- active enzyme was produced afon Route 2, Calvert City, Ky.
change of genetic information ter galactosemic cell cultures
among different species.
Harrell was graduated from
were exposed to the bacterial
The British journal, in an edi- virus.
Murray High School in 1970, and
torial, called their report "little
'This the researchers interwas employed by Pella
short of revolutionary" and said jpreted as evidence that the
Ftolescreen Window To., Rock
that the work would have 1112taaessagel--gontained-411- a- spe--dTliErtois, before'entering
reaching implications."
cific bacterial gene can be conthe Army.
Dr. Merrill said that the de- veyed into a functional protein
velopment suggests that it might by the human cells. This reprebe possible to introduce selected sents the first test-tube demonTRISTAR TRIVIA
bacterial -genes itlE0 living hu- stration of a specific correction
Every L-1011 TriStar jetliner
man beings and significantly of an inborn error in metabohas three separate air-condichange faulty metabolic proc- lism; and the work is being foltioning packages with a cooling
MIMS.
lowed up vigorously.
capacity of 60 tons. This is
Answers to questions concernFLORIDA STATEHOOD
ing the exact degree of improveequivalent to cooling 25 fivement, its permanence in the huroom homes on a 100-degree
On March 3, 1845, Florida beman system, and possible side came the 27th state in the
clay.
effects from the transporting IA- Union.
Viruses for M.R.Core?

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
1.110421:11a TRONA FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Thomas A. McDaniel
who died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Malan
Armstrong of Detroit, Mich., and Gaylon Gough of
Colorado Springs, Colo., former Hollywood stunt
man and strong man from Marshall County.
New directors of the Murray Chamber of Commerce afaxiluirt, W.D. Shoemaker, Ray Keni,
James Garrison, and Nat Ryan Hughes.
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of City Schools, has
been granted a two months leave of absence by the
Murray Board of Education. He has been selected to
;assist in the setting up of a Bureau of Education for
fall state corrective institutions.
, The Tappan Company has announced the ap• intmeot of Steele & Allbritten as a franchised
$dealer of its free standing gas and electric ranges.

foulRR At4c..PA
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Today In History
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Drive Starts To
Find Fraudulent
Tax Preparers

120 Years Ago Today
ion a TIMM Pill

Deaths reported are Miss Emily Jo White of Hazel
on March 20 and W.E. (Genie) Gilbert, a charter
member of the Flint Baptist Church, on March 21.
Nearly all routes out of Murray were flooded
yesterday morning following the torrential downpour the previous night. The highway leading out of
Murray to the east was under at least two feet of
water and water had backed up to warehouses along
the railroad.
Mrs. Orlean Parker has been elected :president of
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Hannah Pryatkevytch .and Marian Fisk of
Murray are retiring officers of Sigma Alpha Iota,
honorary music fraternity for girls at Murray State
College.
Prof. and Mrs. Robert Baar,accompanied by Mrs.
John C. Winter, presented a musical program at the
- meeting of the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

ible Thoughtfor Today
He giveth power to the faint; and to them that have not might he
Increase& strength.--Isaiah 40:29.
When human power and strength have done their best and
failed. God'ittiower and strength 014 begins taJDecome_evidenL

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Although nearly all of the candidates for public
office in 1972 think alike, talk alike, favor shriller
sideburns and 'dress alike, we can still tell them
apart if needs tie:tach was born in a different place,
each has a different surname, each has different
fingerprints and each, thank the gods, loves a different woman.
"A man of straw is worth a woman of gold."
—Proverb

How are the new "exotic"
crossbred feed cattle performing? What are the newest
ways to handle and store
forage? What's the lates in
cattle
and
pasture
management?
Cattlemen can get first-hand
information on these topics at
the "Beef-Gene Turnout Day"
to be held March 31 at the
Broadbent Farms between
Hopkinsville and Cadiz, Kentucky. The event will consist of
field demonstrations and a
speaking program, and will
begin 'at 12 12:30 p.m.
The event is a follow-up to the
Beef-Gene Turnout which
brought 1,400 people from 14
different states to the Kentucky
farm last October 29, according
to Curtis Absher, Extension
beeNstpecia' list at the University
of Kentucky substation at
Princeton. He said yearling
cattle sired by Maine-Anjou,
Sirrrmental, Holstein, Brown
Swiss, Hereford, Angus,
Charolais, and Milking Shorthorn would be on display.
Calves sired by Limousin will
also be on the grounds for the
event.
Storage of hay in the field has

A

FILM RATING GUIDE

PO

God's Spirit
Knowing God's will
is being Spirit led.
God's word is His
mind's fruit ripe
for us to eat.
And live once again
in the Eden garden,
being led of the Spirit,
revealed in His word.
Being led of the Spirit
and knowing God's will
are the same.
Two cannot be separated,
if the two are one.

00007r6

A great mystery is understood
concerning the Spirit,
if it can be understood,
That God presents
the word in,movement.

—Tom Perkins

SUCH

Fear

GOODrRIENDS •

^,o,To

Fear is a wild animal
Waiting to tear you af3art.
Fear is a productive weed
that's dormant in your heart.
Fear is a raging fire
that must be put out.
Fear is a killer
out on the prowl.
Fear is a sinner
with no redemption.
Fear must be controlled
crushed out cold,
Put away But near,
you must live with fear.

Childrens Movie Sat. 1 tit 3
"ONE MILLION YEARS B.C."

—Jane Garland

,Organization Aids Retirement

Persons between the ages of
50 and. 65 can now find
assistance in Planning and
been practiced on the Broad- preparation for
retirement
bent Farm, and observation of years
new
through
a
feeding organization called Action for
field losses and
techniques will be made. Round Independent Maturity ( AIM).
bales, roll stacks, and comEstablished as a division of
pressed stacks will be viewed the three-million member
and discussed.
American Association of
Soil, foragr and cattle inter- Retired Persons, AIM is
relationships will also receive specially designed for persons
attention on the program. Grass in the "middle years" who are
tetany will get special em- still busy in jobs and careers.
phasis, and the results of the
''People approaching
1971 state-wide survey on the retirement often find they have
problem will be presented.
greater freedom from family
Absher said the Beef-Gene and financial responsibilities as
Turnout is a continuation of the they reach peak earning years
beef-forage emphasis that the and children begin leaving
Kentucky home", said' Clifton Fichtner,
University
of
Cooperative Extension Service AARP Associate Director for
has implemented during 1971- AIM.
1972 in the Pennyrile
"The goal of AIM is to help
last fall's event, a Ages.Bid week these people enjoy preof classroom work was con- retirement years to the fullest
ducted during January.
while planning early enough to
The Broadbent brothers, assure a satisfying, rewarding
Smith D., III and Robert K., retirement", he noted.
were the. 1972 recipients of tha-oor
The bi-monthly DYNAMIC
Kentucky Cattlemen's MATURITY magazine provides
Commercial AIM members with tips on both
Association
Producer of the Year Award. "living now" and "thinking
ahead" through articles on such
BOSTON MASSACRE
On March 5, 1770, a riot in- topics as creative activities in
flamed by British regiments 'leisure time, adjustments, to
resulted in the Boston Massa- changing family situations,
housing, and pension and tax
cre.

Exotic Crosses Are On Display

Today is Thursday, March 23
the 83rd day of 1972. There are
283 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
For Parents and Their Children
On this date in 1775, Patrick
GENERAL AUDIENCES
Henry made a plea for AmeriAll Ages Admitted
can freedom in a speech before
faffif
the Virginia provincial con• PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
vention in Richmond. He deLouisville,—The Internal
Some Material May Not Be
clared: "Give me liberty or
Suitable For Pre-Teenagers
Revenue Service, this week
give me death."
480
to
program
energetic
starttd
an
'
'
On this date—
preparing
tax
RESTRICTED
In 1743, a London audience monitor
Under 17 requ Wei accompanying
that Included King George II -businesses in Kentucky, and
Parent or Adult Guardian
expected
are
prosecutions
some
heard George Frederick Handfraudulent
tax
of
the
filing
foo
from
el's "Messiah" performed for
the first time.
IRS Special Agents and other
In 1919, Benito Mussolini
NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED
founded a new political move- investigators will conduct tests
limit may vary in certain'mad
preparers'
how,
tax
determine
to
ment in Italy.
'returns,
tax
personal
complete
In 1933, the German Reichstag granted dictatorial powers Robert J. bath, District
MOTION 04C-writ A160aAfioN of ***trot*
Direct& of friterrial Revenue
to Adolf Hitler_ _
A
of
Kenfor
the
state
Service
- • .•
In 1945, in World War H, the
I
e rt
reported.
tucky,
U.S. 3rd Army crowed the
that
mean
does
not
"This
OVISEMENIMMINNINEMINMEISERE
Rhine River in Germany.
visit is
In 1966, the ArChbishop of every tax preparer we
Prog Info 753-3314
Cantebury, Arthur Michael suspected of preparing false
Ramsey, met Pope Paul VI at returns", Mr. Dath said. "We
Tonite thru Tue.
more about the
the Vatican. It was the first of- will learn
ficial meeting between the methods they are using, and the
An
Honest
and
heads of the Anglican and Ro- program will help us detect and
Humorous Portrayal
of a wife's reaction to
man Catholic churches.in more itlentifY violators".
her husband's inHe stressed that the vast
thin four centuries.
fidelity-tax
pfacmajority
of
the'
Ten years ago: The French
government used fighter planes titioners operate legitimate and
and tanks to try to-end an in..- ethical businesses, and this
concerned
is
surrection by European right- Program
primarily with those preparers
wingers in Algeria.
Five years ago: Th-e--tr.-s7----wtro---iumwintY-ttlefft-their
rDR.E.J\AiNGER FILJV\
space agency suspended train- customers and the Federal
government.
ing of Apollo astronauts pendCANNON JAMES COCO JENNIFER O'NEILL
"We intend to prosecute those
ing the results of an investigadeliberately
who
preparers
tax
tion of a fire on the Cape Kenfttlailt04;11Satiat
nedy launching pad in January. falsify the Federal tax returns
One year ago: 80,000 farmers of their clients," Mr. Dath said.
from European countries dem- "We intend to prosecute those
onstrated for higher prices in tax preparers who
fraudulently steal part or all
Brussels, Belgium.
in COLOR — All Seats 50'
Today's birthdays: Actress of the tax refund of .their‘
Joan Crawford is 64. Irish civil clients".
The IRS is partictaarly
rights leader Bernadette Devlin
DON DORSEY'S
is 25. Rocket eipert Wernher ooncerned with opportunists
LATE SHOW
who use false or misleading
von Braun is 60.
attract Fri. & Sat. 11:30
to
Thought for today: Weeping advertising
may endure for a night, but joy customers. Such preparers
cometh in the morning—the often alter the number of
dependents or deductims to
Psalms.
Over 18 Only
COLOR
ret Rum Avd.S•5
" illegally decrease the tax
liability. They sometimes alter
the addresses on tax returns, so
the refunds go to themselves
instead of the taxpayers.
En
TUds
Mr. Dath said that some civil
and criminal prosecutions have
E.
already been made against a
few tat preparers in Kentucky,
Just a person who protects children
and "we believe there are a
and other living things
Louisville , Ky.—A Louisville
number of others who .have
tax return preparer has entered started such businesses".
The IRS official said, "W
a not guilty plea to four charges
urge every taxpayer to
of aiding and assisting in the
TECHNICOLOR' A .`,":..7,7:',;::.%;;"..„
preparation of false and
carefully select his tax advisor,
fraudulent 1970 income tax
and avoid anyone who is
returns.
thought to be a charlatan. And,
Grafit'H. Bingham, Jr., 36, remember that you are legally
1111URRAY
Open 6:30-Start 7:00
Lot 80, Holiday Mobile Home responsible for your own return,
DRIVE Cyt
ectif
te
Park, 8219 Minors Lane, ap- even though someone else may
IN
,
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
peared for arraignment and
prepare the return for you.
entered his plea in Federal Make sure that only accurate
* 2
District Court today before information appears on the
Judge James F. Gordon. His return, and never sign a blank
1
4
.1.111111.1111.11111~11.10
Keeping the law in moonshine t U1Yfi
trial was set for April 12, 1972.
PH I ----return."
country
is
like
bottling
up
your
Bingham was indicted last
Irony CURTIS
feelings in a gallon jugweek by a federal grand jury on
EXPORT HOVERCRAFT
ONE
DAY
IT
HAS
TO
EXfour counts of aiding - and
The first two hovercraft for
PLODE' rvirmuy Lamm Charie'sq:iRONSON
assisting in the preparation of commercial use in Sweden, Giacciay
cMlchel eMERCIER
false and fraudulent 1970 built in Britain by VosperPlat • killiZa • NIRS0141,
federal income tax returns. The Thorneycroft, are scheduled to
indictment charged that begin operation soon between
WALlt TmE LINA emocifoucan'tino
Bingham overstated deductions Malmo and Copenhagen
Win'egme41111
GP ogio
on returns prepared for other
persons.
A GENE CORMANPRODuCh ON
FIRST CONGRESS 4
Hear Johnny Cash Sin
PANAvISION •C04.0a
The
first
U.S. Congress was
German submarines fired
7 Big Songs!!
called in Federal Hall, New
upon oil refineries in Aruba in
York, on March 4, 1787.
1942

considerations in retirement.
Specially prepared
guidebooks will assist preretirees in. making an easy
tranSition from working years
to
retirement years with
advice on money management,
leisure, health and legal matters.
AIM members will alsd be
eligible to use the many income—stretching services
sponsored by AARP, the
nation's largest organization of
older persons. Included among
these services are recommended health, life and
.automobile insurance
programs, a travel service
geared to mature needs, and
pharmacies offering
prescription medicines and
other
health
needs at
reasonable prices on a walk-in
and mail-order basis.
Persons between the ages of
50 and 65 are eligible for
membership in AIM. Annual
membership dues are $3 for an
individual or couple.
A kit of information about
AIM can be
obtained by
writing AIM, 1225 Connecticut,
Avenue, NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.
The Franco-Prussian War
ended in a defeat for France in
1871
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Tax Preparer
Enters Plea
Of Not Guilty
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"Redecorating 00hurst", Is Subject Of
WI( By M Sparks AtUuncheon Meet
Commemorating PEO 8th Anniversary

Wilkerson Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

rid& Shower Held
For Miss 'Edwards
Salem Church

Underwood-Myatt Engagement

FBIRTHSA
Mr. and Mrs Roger Usher al
Kirksey Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Tammy.
Lynn, weighing eleven pounds
two ounces, born on Saturday,
March 18, at 9.09 p.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. "
They have one son, Russell,
age six, and another daughter,
Angela, age four. The father is
employed as a journeyman
carpenter.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs: Stardiad Usher and Mr.
and Mrs. Callie Williams, all of
Marshallville, Ohio.

Mrs. Bun Wilkerson was
hostess for the March meeting
Grove
Harris
the
of
iss Debra Edwards of
at her
held
Club
Homemakers
Belton who will be married to
praised the pride of workmen
Dosnie Miller of Lynn Grove on
and named some of their home.
During the business session
April 8 was the honoree at a
frustrations.
delishtfully planned bridal
One of the aims of Mrs. presided over by the president,
Mrs. Marvin Parks, plans were
sholler held at the fellowship
Sparks in directing the
announced for the rummage
hall of the Salem Baptist
sale to be held Saturday, March
Church at Lynn Grove on
25, from eight a.m. to noon at
Fri4ay evening, March 17.
the American Legion Hall.
gracious hostess for the
The devotion with scripture
occ on were Mrs. Johnnte
reading from I Peter 5:4-7 was
a•
Wil ams and Mrs. Ronald
given by Mrs. Bill Wrather.
who were assisted by
Ro#rs
Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave the
LaRhea Miller and Miss
advertisement
main lesson on the subject,
Vi4kie Butterworth.
"Fruit and Vegetables".
presented
e bride-to-be was
Mrs. Don Osmus was selected
arecorsage of white carnations
to attend the State Extension
ch accented the light green
Hememakers Association
ecu. Mat -sr ea and toss three ess --ehriten •froTri -tier Mo
lot. to, can sohily yOur opteat• and
meeting in Lexington March 22trousseau that she was wearing. creel
elf exceSS pounds With the X I I
24.
7 After the opening of the gifts,
Retkrong Plan yo, can tOO• off pounds.
Announcement was made of
Irons thiths.netX. 1091,••00
inches
and
./a fruit punch, small, individual
os
- all over - and stablIts•
the..bus trip by the Calloway
decorated cake squares, nuts, you follow the Xi) Reducing Plan
Homemakers to Nashville,
no
meals.
soaily.mt.
eat
a
you
from
Wistlit
and mints were served
will you be the prisoner at
Tenn., on Monday, Apcl 10.
table beautifully decorated and longer
the or ereatong hobo. because with thy(
Lessons for the next year were
arrangement
an
with
centered
Plan
you •ol less - uont less
X.11
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks
whole you eat uehl
discussed.
itu lose vretipht
of lilies of the valley flanked by
Gel yew pockoge today on Guarantee,
redecoration of Oakhurst, a
Refreshments were served by
pink tapers.
both - n4
money.
or
el utstght loss
state project, was to please the hostess, Mrs. Wilkerson, to
GUSIltS signed the bri
others iM"ki radiate charmTIF Mesdames Estelle Heuer,
elect's wedding book as they
Payless Discount
conclusion she said: "The house Clifton L. Jones, Don Osinus,
arrived.
S. 4th Street & Maple
we
and
people
the
to
belongs
Marvin Parks, Alfred Taylor,
Approximately seventy
Murray, Ky.
wanted many people to see and
Clyde Wrather, Eugene Nance,
persons attended or sent gifts.
iss Sharon Lee Underwood
use it, and hoped they would feel Bill Wrather, and Bobby Arman initial warmth from its very strong.
Mrs. Eupal Underwood of Hazel Route Two announces the
decorations."
The next meeting will be held engagement add approaching marriage of her only daughter,
President, Mrs. John Quer- on Thursday, April 13, at one Sharon Lee, to James Milton Myatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
termous, presided over the p.m. at The Craft House on Myatt of Tucson, Arizona.
business meeting with Mrs. South 12th Street.
A July wedding is being planned.
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
Olga Freeman, guard, and Mrs.
The bride-elect
the granddaughter of Mrs. W,D. Erwin 'of
Steam Bath and/or Massage
including
Hugh L. Oakley serving as
Murray. She graduated from Calloway County HighSchool in the
chaplain pro-terrr. With Mrs.
a
class of 1970 and is now sophomoreat Murray State University
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Henry McKenzie officiating,
Mrs. Paul I Estelle) Cun- where she is majoring in-nursing.
Mrs. Sparks was installed as ningham of Murray Route One
Now Available thru April 1
Mr. Myatt is the grandson of Mrs': Lloyd Myatt, Sr., and Mrs.
secretary of Chapter M. After near Penny was dismissed Ben Housden, both of Paris, Tenn. He is a 1967 graduate of
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75
roll call by Mrs. Sisk, treasurer, Tuesday from the Murray- Buchanan High School and has eetently-completed a tour of duty
committee reports were given. Callowa,t County Hospital with the United States Array in Vietnam. He is now employedat
Mrs. McKenzie announced where she had been a.patient. the Paris Division of Holliey-Catbueretor in Paris,'Tenn.
-the April 3 meeting for 7:30 in
the home of Mrs. Sparks with
Mrs -, John ,,Nutter as hostess.
Mrs Freeman will give the
• program.
...............
........
The following members en••
.....
.
.................
.
.....................
joyed, the luncheon and
..............
hospitality of the„ Titiworth
home: Mesdames Maurice P.
Christopher, Olga .Freeman,
L. Fuqua, Henry
Don
McKenzie, Hugh L. Oakley,
John C. Quertermous, Morgan
Sisk, Harry M. Sparks, Frank
A_Stubblefield, Paul W. Sturm
Hortin. A yellow
and L.J.
arrangement pf large jonquils
and forsythia in a silver bowl
centered the dining table
overlayed with a pastel green
linen cloth frornoverseas. Other
jonquil arrangements added to
the spring atmosphere of the
Let Hancock Fabrics hell, bring
occasion—eight years after the
the
about
column
DEAR ABBY. That letter in your
your treasured Wedding 'dreams
first meeting of Chapter M was
woman who had a sign in her living room saying, "Thanks
McKenzie.
Mrs.
by
organized
to a beautiful reality. At Hancock
for Not Smoking," might lime surprised some folks, but not
A .11i
4
Fabrics you will find mien adsigns.
me. I believe in puttintup
*4
w
„
• II
vice and_y_on will also find the
In fact, I have a big poster with_red letters on my fi•olit
door which says
greatest selection of laces. in the
For all who wish to pass thru this door
South.
1. No smelting inside. It makes me sick.
2. If you bring your kids, either take care of them
.yourself ortleave them outside.
Eighteen of-surleee*-froitt-ooe
3. I ath not a bank, so don't ask to borrow any money.
EMIL KATZ COLLECTION were
4. I am not a grocer, so don't ask to borrow any grocerThe homemakers of New
featured in Spring 1972 -MODMrs.
ies.
Providence were invited to
put
to
me
ask
ERN BRIDE MAGAZINE.Let your
5. lam not in the hotel business, so don't
Terry Housden's on Tuesday,
you up over night.
March 14 at one o'clock in the
Wedding be a reflection of your
w
6. Don't bring me your problems. I've got my own.
afternoon for the monthly
own
personal
BE
-CREAtaste.
ESTABLISHMENT
[Signed) THE
meeting.
TIVE --'DESIGN YOUR OWN
Abby, I am 28 and have a husband and four kids and
The president was absent and
front
my
postet.on
this
GOWN ...
had
have
I
Since
first.
come
they
Mrs. James Puckett "was in
door, lots of folks have said I was nuts, but I don't care.
charge of the meeting. Mrs.
This is the first time in my life 1 have had any, privacy.
John Dale presented the
•Emit!' Re-embroidered
Sign me "That nutty lady with the Aim on her door" . .
devotion from 1 Peter 5:4-7.
Alencon Lace
SHIRLEY IN HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
or
Mrs. Anton Herndon, the
•
N
enice Lace
treasurer
club's secretary and
DEAR SHIRLEY: I'll wager that your poster nets you
the
read
and
roll
the
called
to
have
don't
Chantilly Lace
you
[And
•
dog.
Re-embroidered
-pound
more privacy than a 20
minutes. Each
previous
feed the poster!!
Re-embroidered
•Laceand Pearl
member answered the roll with
DEAR ABBY: My husbant. and I invited another couple
Teat
vegetable.
or
fruit
favorite
her
over for -SuniWY dinner. [Chicken and homemade noodles.)
•
was
Silk Organza
Hendon
Ed
Bill
Mrs.
We told them we'd eat between 1 p. m. and 2 p. m., but to
on
lesson
the
for
leader
•
Copy of Silk Penn
conic early. They said they would.
"Foods," who gave a good
At 1:15 p. m. they telephoned to say they had started to
•
Satins
report on fruits and vegetables.
watch the ball game on TV, and they'd come when it was
•
SO
Different head pieces to
given
was
member
Each
helped
we
so
hours,
over. We knew this would take several
She
subject.
the
from ...
on
choose
brochures
ourselves to the chicken and noodles and went to the corner
advised the member to prepare
tavern and drank beer.
one new food for her family
Three hours later our friends came into the tavern
also
before the next club meeting
looking for us. They said,"How about dinner?"
Everything for your BRIDESand report her family's reacTHE TWO OF US
What...would you have done?
tion.
MAIDS Attire including 8 colors
DEAR _TWO: I'd pave told them that "dinner" was
Mrs. Puckett, game leader,
-the popular floppy hats.
in
between I p. m. and 2 p. m.. but if they wanted some
had a game on "What Berry
to
welcome
they
were
noodles,
leftover chicken and soggy
Is?", Mrs. Hardiman Miller had
it.
the most ,right answers and
DEAR ABBY: This is in reply to :,'Stalemate," the
received a lovely hand cross
Intelligent young couple who wanted help in deciding who
stitched picture made by Mrs.
to
both
were
would raise their three young children if they
KENTUCKY'S FINEST FABRIC STORE
Housden. The picture read "All
die together:
the wealth of the world couldn't
As a professional who deals with this situation every
buy a Friend".
day I have seen the heartbreak and confusion suffered
The big surprise of the day
because people hive not been realistic about this possible
was a baby shower for Mrs.
41IF
eventuality.. '
Jackie Rose,'a new member of
By all means, keep all the children together. And prothe club as of this year. She
t
vide as much financial aid as yOu can for the family you
received useful items and ex0 .0
burden
added
the
on
take
to
them
enable
to
order
in
select
0•111r
;
pressed her appreciation for
of raising your children.
them.
▪ Celq
Have a nonfamily member or the trust department of a
•
Mrs.
Mrs. Housden and
bank act as an administrator. The small cost is a bargain
to
refreshments
served
Miller
in preventing family conflict.
Mrs. Hendon, Mrs. Dale, Mrs.
Most of all, keep ,breast of the times. The family you
Puckett, Mrs. Rose, Mrs.
children
your
for
best
the
be
not
may
ago
chose 10 years
George
Mrs.
Herndon,
Ky.
Paducah, .............
today. I know. We have three adventurous mountain-bred
Shoemaker, and three visitors
teen-agers who would find the overprotectiveness of my
Mrs. Bonnie St. John, Karen
.........
favorite sister entirely too confining.
••...........
Dale and Messie Housden.
together
dying
I realize that the chances of both parents
In April the club members
are very slim. But it happens every day. EXPERIENCED
will have a luncheon. Mrs. Rose
will be responsible for the
DEAR EXPERIEWCED: Yours is a thought-provoking
planning of the Meeting.
letter. 'thanks for writing.

Thursday, March 23
Open House will be held
the Panhellenic building
MSU by the Alpha Omicron
social sorority from three
five p.m.

ing
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Pi
Mrs. Harry M. Sp- arks, first
to lady of Murray State University, spoke to members of
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
The Current Missions Group Saturday, March 18, in the
of the Memorial Baptist Church home of Mrs. A.H. Titsworth.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Assisting the hostess with the
Laura Jennings, 1706 Callbway, eighth anniversary luncheon
at seven p.m.
were Mrs. Morgan Sisk and
Mrs. John Quertermous.
Friday, March 24
Mrs. Sparks, a former
Volunteer parents will meet teacher for 17 years in Kenat Faxon School at six p.m. to tucky schools, graduated from
assist in the painting of the Kentucky Wesleyan and has the
M.A. Degree from Murray
classrooms. Parents are asked
to bring brushes and rollers.
State, plus 28 post-master
A Country Musical Show will hours. Her timely topic for the
was
meeting
be held at' die Almo School. March
sponsored by the Almo PTA. "Redecorating Oakhurst," now
The doors will c.per. at 5:30 p.m. designated as the birthplace of
and the show will start at 6:30 Murray State University, and
home of Murray State's
p.m.
presidents.
Saturday, March 25
"It was a privilege to have
The Alpha Department of the had a hand in redecorating the
Murray Woman's Club will lovely colonial home," said the
have its noon luncheon at the wife of Murray State's current
club house with Mrs. I. 0. president, Dr.. Harry M.
Downing as the speaker. Sparks. "From the first I
Hostesses will be Mesdames learned the feeling for the house
Robert N. Scott, Leland E. from alumni and friends when it
Owen, Max Hurt, Buron Jef- was rumored that it might be
frey, and A. C. LaFollette.
torn down or renovated for
other uses."
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas (Dal)
In describing the steps taken
Dick will have open house in and the time consumed, Mrs.
celebration of their 50th wed.. Sparks said, "One must have a
ding anniversary at their home vision in planning and the
in Hazel from three to six p.m. greatest fear is that the results
All relatives and friends are may not be the same as the
invited.
vision." In her research and
consultations with Charles
The
Harris .
Grove Locke, Louisville decorator, the
Homemakers Club will have a P.E.O. member said that she
rummage sale at the American learned the difference between
Legion Hall from seven am. to
fad and fashion, and where to
noon.
spend and where to economize.
A Country Musical Show.will For instance, instead of buying
be held at the New Concord new furniture, a number of
School at seven p.m.
items were upholstered. She
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Wooden and his crew face a
club coached by a 34-year-old
who played at UCLA and assisted the head man for three
ydI when the Brains won the
NCAA crown each season.
Having won so many titles,
Wooden was asked what another.championship might mean to
him, and answered:
"Pride. You want to do the

best you can with the group
you have. You start living in
the past and you're done. You
live in the future and you're
done. What you do in the
present will affect the future."
Florida State boasts height
with sophomore Lawrence
McCray al...6-foot 11 and Reggie
Royals just an inch shorter.
North Carolina is shorter
with Bob McAdoo at 6-9 handling the- post position. However, the club has experience
and Coach Dean Smith rates it
favorably with the 1968 team
that went to the NCAA final before losing to UCLA.
McAdoo averaged nearly 20
points per game during the
ALL IN FUN—Former fighter Rocky Graziano, left, thumbs the nose of Jake LaMotta in a "fight"
regular season and was follow- In Philadelphia during an old-timers exhibition for the benefit of retarded children.
ed in the scoring category by
(AP Wirephoto)
senior forward Devils Wilycik..
North Carolina takes a 25-4
record into the tournament with
Florida State at 26-5. UCLA,
the leader of The Associated
Press poll throughout the season,has a 28-0 mark with Louisville at 26-3.
The Baltimore Orioles finally land edged the Chicago Cubs Cuellar.
got their bats booming against 43, Milwaukee stopped San
Frank Robinson, traded away
the Pittsburgh Pirates—about Francisco 7-3, Kansas City by Cincinnati six years ago,
five months too late.
nipped Texas 4-3 and Oakland drovein_two runs with a homer
The Orioles, held in check by blanked California 6-0.
and a' double as the Dodgers
Pirate hurlers Steve Blass,
Nelson Briles, who hurled a defeated the Reds. Home runs
Bruce Kison and Nelson Briles two-hit shutout against the Ori- by Don Money and Deron Johnin the 1971 World Series, oles in the fifth game of the son helped Philadelphia overerupted for 10 runs and 14 hits World Series, was the chief vic- come a 7-2 deficit and defeat
Jan. 20-21-23, 1973—Pro Bowl and whipped the Pirates 10-5 tim of the Baltimore outburst. the Cards.
at Dallas ( Texas Stadium)
Wednesday in exhibition base- He pitched five innings and was
Jim McAndrew and Tug
Jan. .13, 1974—Super Bowl at ball.
tagged for nine of the Balti- %McGraw combined to shut the
In other games, Los Angeles more runs.
Houston ( Rice Stadium).
Yankees out on five hits, while
Jan. 19-20-21, 1974—Pro Bowl beat Cincinnati 5-3, PhilaBig Bong Powell, who man- Mickey Lolich gave up only one
delphia edged St. Louis 8-7, the aged only three hits—and no hit in five innings as the Tigers
at -AFC site to be selected.
The three dates for the pro New York Mets defeated the extra base hits—in the Series, blanked the Mets B team:
bowls cover the game being New York Yankees 3-0, Detroit slugged two home flint for the
Montreal rallied for three
played either Saturday or Sun- shut out the-New York Mets' B Orioles, and Don Buford added runs in the eighth inning to deday, or possibly Monday as an team 7-0, Montreal beat Atlanta another. For Pittsburgh, Willie feat Atlanta 7-4. Rookie Dwight
extension of the popular Mon- 7-4 and Boston outscored Hous- Stargell, the major league Evans cracked four hits and
day night series of national ton 11-7.
home run leader last season, Boston collected 15 hits off AsAlso, the Chicago White Sox slugged his first of the spring tro pitchers in their free-scortelecasts.
In announcing the shift of the defeated Minnesota 7-5, Cleve- in the second inning off Mike. ing affair. Jorge Orta and Walt
Pro Bowl out of Los Angeles,
Williams drove in three runs
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
apiece to lead the White Sox
said the owners had reached
.past Minnesota.
agreement with the Los AngeDel Unser's two-out, ninth-inles newspapers that have sponning triple lifted Cleveland past
sored the Pro Bowl to have a
the Cubs, while Milwaukee ralshare of the gate receipts from
lied for five runs in the seventh
the Dallas game to go the pubinning—three of them coming
HONOLULU
—
The
Na(API
ward.
That
would, for example, on Darrell Porter's homer—to
lishers' charities.
tional Football League will enable a running back coming
In making their presentation
beat the Giants.
before the NFL owners, the Los tackle the problem of rule out for a pass to break across
Lou Piniella drove in the winchange
proposals
today—and
the
line of scrimmage just at ning run for Kansas City with a
Angeles delegation avoided reference to the first Super Bowl one of the people sitting on the the snap, giving him a step or two-out, seventh inning double,
game, which was a distinct dis- edge of his chair is a guy who two advantage he does not now and Jim "Catfish" Hunter team
appointment to the NFL own- just recently was spinning on have.
with John "Blue Moon" Odom
—Giving offensive players
ership when some 30,000 seats the rim of the moon as the pilot
to shot out California on seven
of the Apollo 12 command mod- more room to escape today's
turned up empty.
hits for Oakland.
cat-quick defenders—by - some
The owners Went back to ule.
Off the field, the Yankees and
Despite the fact that he's method that would serve the
work today at the committee
Red Sox made a trade which
back
on
earth
now
as
executive
purpose
of
widening
the
field.
level with attention being fohad been rumored for five
cused on the competition com- vice president of the New Or- One- proposal suggests moving
months. New York sent veteran
mittee studying the balance be- leans Saints, Dick Gordon feels the hash marks to the middle
Danny Carat4ongthe Red Sox,
perspective
different
,
has
a
hi
tb
fi4.
of
or. cloaer_to_ _the
tween offense and defrrisel
- are
fur a firstof
thitr-Vany.
the
National
middle than they are now.
There is concern that the balbaseman, in exchange for Spar—Making it mandatory for
ance has shifted in favor of de- Football League executives who
ky Lyle, a lefthanded relief
fense, reflected by a drop in are concerned with the possi- defensive linemen to maintain
pitcher whose 16 saves in 1971
bility
that
gained
defense
has
their position once they have
touchdown production.
were four more than the entire
assumed their three-point New York
A number of rule changes the edge over offense.
pitching staff could
"I
on
can
some
reflect
of
stance.
That
would
enable ofhave been proposed that would
manage.
these
rule proposals differently fenses, which now often try to
0
aid the defense and the competition committee will begin than others in the game—some counter defensive movement, to
offering its recommendations to of them are so close it's like initiate the movement and put
the guy who can't see the forest the defense in a position of havthe owners beginning Thursday.
for
the trees," Gordon ex- ing to respond.
At that time, the ownership
plained.
of the Los Angeles Rams may
As a fan he finds a certain
change hands.
Williams Barnes, the club's intrigue in the rules. He's studpresident, has confirmed a hid ied many of the proposed
NEW YORK I AP) — The last
from Carlos Romer, a land- changes. He's not so sure that
time St. John's met Niagara,
the
offense
needs
help.
scape architect with large real
the_Redmen rallied from a 16"People say the defense is so
estate holdings in the Los AngeMAGIC TRI
point deficit for a 93-90 victodominant,
defenses
and
maybe
les an+San Diego area, and reBowling League
ry—but that was when they had
have become better", Gordon Team
W
L
ported the purchase trice
a healthy Mel Davis.
74
22
said. "But maybe the best way Johnson's Grocery
would be $20 million.
Ezell Bea oy_5..c.hooi__
—Tonight, though. Davis lies in
to combat that is by offensive Murray
Insurance
551'2 40' 1
a hospital room, depriving his
innovation. The only fact we NHCA
512 4.41 2
Selected Best
Boones
47
teammates of their scorer
49
have to work with is that there Owen
Food Market
46
50
NEW CONCORD, Ohio ( AP)
and rebounder as they seek a
have been less points scored. I Murray mower
4.5' 2 50' ;
— Marty Hunt of' Kenyon Colshot at their fifth National In45
51
question the conclusions drawn Bank of Murray
lege was selected 'today as the
Jerry's Restaurant
79' 7 66'2
vitation Toornament basketball
from that. Maybe there are oth- Kroger
21
best basketball player in the
championship.
High Team Game (SC)
er reasons."
•
Ohio
Conference
by
the
Johnson's Grocery
776 ' St. John's Coach F'rank MulIt should be noted, however, Johnson's
Grocery
745
league's 13 head coachigh
zoff was succinct as he considthat Commissioner Pete Rozelle Johnson's Grocery
739
High Team Game (HC)
ered playing the Purple Eagles
said as the meetings began that
Murray Muffler
993
in tonight's semifinal without
he Considered the dropoff in Johnson's Grocery
967
his 6-foot-7 center. "It'll be like
scoring one of the "trouble Bank of Murray
963
High Team Series (SC)
hell on earth for us."
spots" facing the sport and pre- Johnson's
Grocery
2260
The opener of the doubleferred to "stop a trend before it Ezell Beauty School
2130
Murray Muffler
header at Madison Squ3re Gar1958
becomes dangerous."
High Team
There seems to be significant Murray Muffler Series (MC)2858 den will have an abundance of
big men—Jacksonville's 7-foot
sentiment for change of some Johnson's Grocery
2833
2784
center Dave Brent and Marykind to redress the shift that Owen food Market I
High Ind. Game (SC)
land's 6-9 pivotman Len Elmore
has taken place during the last LaVaughn Latimer
210
6-11
forward
and
Tom
three years wit 100 fewer touch- LaVaughn Latimer
178
Ruth Smith
174
McMillen.
downs scored last season than Wanda Nance
174
Maryland Coach Lefty Driein 1969.
High Ind. Game (HC)
Latimer
245
sell believes the championship
In the weeks prior to the LaVaughn
Ruth Smith
238
will be decided by defense "and
meetings, a number of propos- Dot Br inn
231
High
Ind.
we are playing very well on deSeries (SC)
als have been advanced. But
LaVaughn Latimer
534
fense now. This is our strong
the competition committee has Wanda Nance
473
suit. McMillen and Elmore
declined to even let anyone Norma Bennett
471
High Ind. Series (HC)
have played very well here."
peak at what its recommenda- Ruth Smith
6.40
But Jacksonville Coach Top
tions will be. However, it would LaVaughn Latimer
639
Wasdin sees things just a bit
615
appear that several proposals Sue Vinson
High Averages
differently. "The key to this
might be given strong consider- Marilyn Parks
159
game," he says, "is whether
Bobbie Garrison
ation.
They
include:
157
1.)
)
Wanda
156
our rebounding holds up and
—Permitting offensive motion Glenda Nance
'iroi. M. I,
411) 18
Hill
156
behind the line of scrimmage in Mildred Hodge
how well out quickness goes
155
153
against their inside speed."
any direction, including fdr- LaVadohn Ldt.mer
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Orioles Win Over Pirates;
About Five Months Too Late

Committee Selects Sites
For Next Two Super Bowls
HONOLULU (AP) — National Football League owners have
pulled off an unprecedented
triple play that establishes Los
Angeles apd Houston as the
host cities for the next two Super Bowls and re-routes the
Pro Bowl game from Los Ange- -les to alternating American and
National Conference sites.
The unprecedented action—
setting up successive Super
Bowl sites—came Tuesday on a
compromise propoli)cl by Bud
Adams, the owner of the Houston Oilers, 'after the 26 club
owners appeared deadlocked
over whether to award the 1973
Super Bowl game to Los Angeles or Houston.
The compromise covered
both. It returned the Super
Bowl to the Los Angeles Coliseum at the end of the 1972 season for the first time since Super Bowl I and gave the 1974
Super Bowl to Houston's Rice
Stadium for the city's first opportunity at hosting pro football's premier spectacle.
It niade,_Houston only the
4fourtli city ever to be awarded
'a Super Bowl game—Los Ange.1es having hosted the first .and
',Miami and New Orleans the
last five post-season extrava--,ganaee. Miami and New_ Orleans both made presentations
at the meeting.
In order to accomodate Los
, Angeles as the Super Bowl site,
the owners shifted the site of
the Pro Bowl game, which has
been a fixture in that city since
1951, to Dallas, Tex., stadium
for 1973 and an AFC city in
1974. The AFC site was not
; picked.
That makes the Super Bowl.Pro Bowl schedule for the next
.' two years look like this at a
glance:
Jan. 14, 1973. - Stiper Bowl hi
: Los Angeles (Coliseum )

.LOSE UGLY FAT
You can start losing weight today.
MONADE X is a tiny tablet and ease
•.to take MONADEX will help curb
'your desire for •xcess food Eat less
4 wegh less Contains no dangerous
drugs and will not make you ne•yous
r No strenuous excercite Geieng• your
life . staff today PtIADEX costs
Lost.ogly
1 S3.00 for a 20 day s
fat or your money will be refurAbid
'with r,o questions asked MONADEX
is sold with this guarantee by
Wallis Drug Store,Murray.Mail
Orders Filled

Grid Rule Changes Are
Being Studied By Board

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Snread
itAround
`You can't
beat
Shedd's
peanut
butter
smooth or crunchy
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Strike Is
Pitcher's Job Not
Easy With New York Still BUg

Louisville Given
Little Chance To
Upset No.1 UCLA
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Pupils challenge teachers everyday yet tonight comes a classic
in confrontations as John Wooden, and his defending basketball champion UCLA Bruins
face Denny Crum and the
Louisville Cardinals.
Teacher Wooden must be favored as the undefeated Bruins
continue their bid for a sixth
straight national collegiate
-crown and their ,eighth in nine
years.
North Carolina and Florida
'State meet in the other semifinal, slated to start at 9:10
p.m. EST.
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ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — Tom Seaver, signed a
;125,000 contract this year and
will really have to work for his
money.
The New York Mets lack the
explosive power to make life
easy for their No. 1 pitcher.
"We just don't get them
around," says General Manager Bob Scheffing.
He's so right. The club stranded 1,176 runners in 1971 and
scored only 588 runs,,200 less
than the World Champion Pittsburgh Pirates.
Leftfielder Cleon Jopes, the
perennial .300 hitter sometimes
criticized as an ineffective
clutch man, left 87 runners in
scoring position last season.
First baseman Ed Kranepool,
the cleanup hitter most of 1971,
failed to produce runners in
scoring position 63 times and
drove in only 58.
Centerfielder Tommie Agee,
another hitter in the top of the
batting order, stranded 66 runners. First baseman Donn
Clendenon, the World Series
hero of 1969, left 57 mates on
base, and so the Mets missed 65
scoring opportunities.
So the Mets, despite their National League-leading pitching
staff, finished tied for third in
the East in 1971.
It won't be much better this
year, considering the Mets' inability to trade for a renowned
slugger during the winter.
What New York did was get
a line-drive hitter and solve a
chronic third base problem
with the addition' of Jim Fregosi, California's veteran star.
But many thin.the Mets gave
up too much for him in four developing youngsters, ipcluding
right-hander Nolan'Ttyan.
The trade left the Mets still
short of power and missing one
of their brightest young pitchers.
The state, then, is set for a
pos-sible Jerry Koosman comeback. It's what the southpaw
does that could make the difference, says Manager Gil Hodges.
"Even if .we do not have a
home run hitter as such," says
Hodges, "we can win if we stay
healthy ... I mean we'll be a
contending club."
Koosman hopes to regain the
oldtime form that helped the
Mets become World Champions
three years ago. Bothered by a
sore arm, Koosman's fast ball
lost its zip in 1970 and 1971.
"I worked with weights all
winter to strengthen my shoulder and novf- it realk feels
stronger," said Koosmall who
surprised teammates with a
wicked fastball in batting practice sessions.
- The left-hander pitched witiP-ir
out pain while throwing hard,
another good sign. But he
didn't make any predictions.
"I'll have an idea how good I
am around the end of -.spring
training," he said. "It will be

Mel Davis Out For
Game With Niagara
The Dolphins have an injury
problem of their own—scoring
Ernie
leader
Fleming's
sprained ankle.
There's no way that Davis
can _play for St. John's—but if
Greg Cluess fills in for him the
way he did against Oral Roberts, Davis' absence won't be
felt quite so geverely.
Davis was brilliant during his
14 minutes, scoring 12 points
and grabbing 12 rebounds. But
as he drove in for what ended
up being his final basket of the
game—and probably his final
one in the tourney—his knee
buckled.
He crashed to the fluor writhing in pain so bad he cried.
What a few minutes earlier had
been just a cramp in his right
knee was now a torn tendon.
They took him off on a stretcher.
But on came Cluess. a 6-11
reserve who poured in 27 points
and hauled in 21 rebounds as
the Redmen fought off an Oral
Roberts rally to win 94-78.

Oregon

another month into the season
before I've established a pattern and I'm in the groove.
Then, I'll know for sure."
A healthy Koosman working
in rotation with Seaver and No.
2 pitcher Gary Gentry would
give the Mets some hope for a
higher finish than last year.
Certainly, they have one of the
best groups of relievers in the
league, headed by Tug McGraw
and Danny Frisella.
There's also optimism from
Hodges about two strong young
throwers up from the minors—
Buss Capra and Jon Matlack.
They'll join veteran Ray Sadecki and young Charlie Williams in looking for a starting
berth.
Seaver, of course, is the ace
of the staff. He produced a 2010 record with 289 strikeouts
and a 1.76 earned run average
last season.
The Mets have the defense to
back their pitching staff now
that Fregosi's joined the team.
He'll fit into an infield that includes Harrelson at short, Ken
Boswell at second, if his arm
miseries get better, and Kranepool at first.
Jones is the leftfielder and
Agee hag centerfield sewn up
but the right-field berth is a
matter of concern.
Hodges promises-Ken Singleton will "get every chance- to
prove his worth. The manager
hopes he can be the longsought-after slugger.
"He'll play considerable
baseball this spring," says Hodges.
So will Jerry Grote, the durable catcher. The Mets have
no one else in his class.

Possibility
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — The stage was set today for a showdown between
baseball's club owners and
players over a possible strike
before the season gets under'
way.
The owners, reacting to a
series of near-unanimous strike
votes by the players over_gieir
pension plan negotiations, came
back with a show of force of
their own Wednesday, voting
not to add any money to their
previous offer.
Gussie Busch, owner of the
St. Louis Cardinals, articulated
the otough position taken by the
brass, saying: "We voted unanimously to take a stand. We're
not going to give another cent.
And if they want to strike,"
said Busch, "let them strike."
That sent John Gaherin, the
owners' representative in these
negoUations, back to ttte.,_lstrgaining'table with Marvin Miller, executive director of the
Players Association, carrying
no better offer than the one
that has precipitated the series
of strike votes in major league
training camps this spring.
The two negotiators were
scheduled to meet in Arizona
Friday.
THhe key issue is the pension
agreement which expires
March 31. The players are
seeking increases to match the
17 per cent cost of living increase during the past „three
years. The owners, who have
already agreed to pay increased medical and dental
costs, have balked over any
pension increase.
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Wins

MEXICO CITY. i ARi
Oregon State University Basketball team defeated the Universidad de las Americas 87-85
in an exhibition game Tuesday
night.
Steve Ericksen scored the
winning basket for the visitors.
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Nate Archibald Continues Hot
Streak; Royals Defeat Pistons
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The National Basketball As_
sociation's two leading scorers
represent opposite ends of the
. spectrum.
The leader, Kareem Abdul
Jabbar of the Milwaukee Bucks
with a 34.9 points per game average, is listed as 7-foot-2 but
believed by many to be taller.
He has always
been an
acknowledged superstar, a
dominant force, who gives the
impression he can score virtually at will.
Then there is the No. 2 man,
Nate Archibald of Cincinnati.
lake that other -No. 2, Arehibald has to try harder. For one
thing, although he's listed as 6feet tall, Archibald is believed
by many to actually be shorter
than that figure.
Little Nate poured in 46
points Wednesday night, to lead
the Cincinnati Royals to a 135-

130 victory over the Detroit Pistons. It was the 12th time in his
last 13 games that the New
York native, who played his
college ball at Texas-El Paso,
has hit for 30 points or more.
More than capable, as his
27.6 scoring and 9.1 assist averages will attest.
In other NBA games, Cleveland upset Los Angeles 124-120,
Golden State beat Baltimore
121-101, Atlanta edged Houston'
107-106, the New York Knicks
pounded Buffalo 123-99 and Boston beat Philadelphia 113-106.
Rick Roberson, a former Laker, seared a career-high 29
points, including 12 in the final
quarter, to spark Cleveland.
Jerry West and Gail Goodrich
had 31 points apiece for Los
Angeles and John Johnson
added 28 for the Cavaliers.
The Lakers, now 67-13 on the
season, failed in their bid to tie
•
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UP AND OVER— Sweden's Kiel! Isaksson clears
bar at 17 feet 101 2 inches to break his own world indoor
pole vault mark at AAU championships in New York City.
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2-6 Sunday
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Cazzie Russell had 33 points
and Nate Thurmond 27 for
Golden State. Mike Riordan's
15 points topped Baltimore:—
Herm Gilliam tallied 14
points in the fourth quarter to
spark the Hawks to their fourth
consecutive victory. Stu Lantz
led Houston with 29 points and
Lou Hudson had 27 for St.
Louis.
New York outscored Buffalo
40-20 in the first period and was
never seriously threatened. Bill
Bradley led all scorers with 33
points for the Knicks.
Boston outscored Philadelphia 14-5 in a four-minute
stretch of the fourth quarter
and went on to defeat the 76ers.
John Havlicek topped the Celtics with 21 points, although Billy Cunningham of Philadelphia
paced all scorers with 26.

Pro Cage
Standings

..

ersi

the league record for most victories in a season, 68 recorded
by the Philadelphia 76ers in
1966-67. Los Angeles still has
two regular season games remaining, however.
Golden State clinched second
place in the Pacific Division
and a berth in the NBA playoffs by beating Baltimore. The
Warriors have a three-game
lead over the Seattle SuperSonics with two games remain-

4 ANGELS Reg. 79' ec!.1 00
-- CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY --

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
c-Boston
54 26 675
New York
47 32 .595 61
/
2
Philadelphia
30 50 .375 24
Buffalo
22 57 .278 311
/
2
Central Division
c-Baltimore
37 42 .468
Atlanta
34 46 .325 31
/
2
Cincinnati
29 50 .367 8
Cleveland
23 56 .291 14
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
c-Milwaukee 61 19 .763
Chicago
55 25 .688 6
Phoenix
48 32 .600 13
Detroit
25 54 .316 351
/
2
Pacific Division
c-Los Angeles 67 13 .838
Golden St
50 30 .625 17
Setattle
47 33 .588 20
Houston
31 48 .392 351
/
2
Portland
18 63 .222 4911
c-Clinched division title
Wednesday's Results
New York 123, Buffalo 99
Cincinnati 135, Detroit 130
Cleveland 124, Los Angeles
120
Golden State 121, Baltimore
Atlanta 107, Houston 106
Boston 113, Philadelphia 106
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
No games'scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore at Cincinnati
Houston at Cleveland
Golden Sttate at Atlanta
Buffalo at Detroit
New York at Milwaukee
Chicago at Philadelphia
Phoenix at Los Angeles
Only gaines- Mae-Wed

ATTEND TIIIS BUY WITH CONFIDENCE SALE

HOLSTEIN DISPERSAL SALE
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Tuesday, March 28th, 10:00 A.M. 1972---Rain or shine-sale under cover
_E-U.LION,..ICENTUCK Y
Sale will be held on the farm located 6 miles northwest of Fulton on highway 94 Turn west off highway 51
at Vaughn's Grocery Proceed 3 miles and turn north onto blacktop going up to Dairy Only 3 miles east
of Cayce. Watch for sale arrows
77 Registered and high grade holsteins
SELL IN DISPERSION
Glamour Boy Dab
At 3 10

319 Days

14,770 lbs milk

4 0 percent

milking 85 5

BREEDING: Service Sires are
5 Bred 10 Rocby Ivanhoe Dina Charm
6 Bred to No Name Fond Matt
1 Grade Daughter of Astronaut Sells out of a dam with this record
2 1 362D 15,780M 500F (This is an outstanding show prospect as a senior yearling)
4 Daus of Fond Matt SELL
509F (Excellent
1 Daughter if out of a dam with this record 2 6 288D 14,900M

summer senior I
3 Paternal sisters sell by Rest
year olds

View

show prospect as

Senators Elite All have made records over 13,000 lbs of milk as 2

Most of the breeding in this herd has been Curtiss and Select Sires Breeding
DHIA RECORDS: This herd has been on test for 6 years 1971 herd average was 13,970 lbs of milk and
510 lbs offal Present record is I3,532M 503F and 3 7 Test
1766 lbs of AMPI Base 1766 lbs
MILKING EQUIPMENT: 500 gal zero tank and automatic washer, 4 Delaval milking units (fast type)
and pipeline. Delaval 75 pump only 1 year old
Individual health certificates on each animal
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CHAR BEN DAIRY FARM

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE AND
AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER
MR AND MRS. CHARLES BENNETT, OWNER
FEDERAL BUILDING
FIRST
OFFICE
KENTUCKY
RT 4, FULTON,
PHONE 587 3801
PHONE 502-472-3636
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
' WENDELL ALEAXANDER 364 2855
MARVIN ALEXANDER 587 4568
PROFESSIONAL SALES MANAGEMENT
i

-Astro-Car Wash Upset By
Murphy Overdue For Tournament
Towery's; Douglas AllStars Win In City Action
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
"This is getting pretty damned
exasperating," red-hatred Bob
Murphy said.
"Maybe this week. Why not?
Its about time. Or past time.
I'm overdue."
And that he is.
"lye been in position to win
six times already this year and
I just can't bring it off. It's
enough to drive you around the
bend," the chunky, 29-year-old
Murphy said today before startLing out in his first round in the
$125,000 Greater New Orleans
Open Golf Tournament.
He's one of the favorites—
along with Jack Nicklaus,
South African Gary Player and
defending title-holder Frank
Beard—for the $25,000 first
prize in this 72 hole chase on
the 7,080 yard, par 72 Lakewood
Country Club course.
And if his putter holds up,
Murphy very well could be

Cougars Down
New York Mets
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New York Nets missed a
chance to take a giant step towards second place in the
American Basketball Association's East Division race
Wednesday night, but the Carolina Cougars managed to keep
their faint playoff hopes alive.
The Cougars, 1½ games behind the Floridian( in the
struggle for 'fourth place,
erased a 20-point second half
deficit and beat the Nets 117113. The loss left New York nt
games back of second place
Virginia, which was beaten by
Indiana 129-118.
In other ABA games, Kentucky topped Pittsburgh 125-121
and Dallas defeated Denver
105-96.
Stew Johnson hit 10 straight
points in the last 2:25 of the
game to lift Carolina past the
Nets. New York had led 84-64
late in the third quarter.
New York's Rick Barry led
all scorers with 32 points and
Bill Paultz added 24. Carolina's
Larry Miller, who set an ABA
record with 67 points ip a game
Saturday night, managed to
score 15.
Indiana jumped off to a 15point first quarter lead and
went on to defeat Virginia,' despite a 38-point outburst by the
Squires' Julius Erving. George
McGinnis. led.. Indiana with 33
points.
So Virginia, 43-36, retained its
P-2-game - margin over New
York, 42-38, in the second place
race, while Carolina, 33-48,
Trinett*IthIn 11;i games Orthe
Floridians, 33-45, in the battle
for fourth.
To further complicate matters, or maybe straighten them
out, New York will travel to
Virginia for a game against the
Squires and the Cougars will
host the Floridians Friday
night.
Kentucky, the ABA East
champions, set an ABA record
by winning their 34th home
game of the season. Dan Issel
scored 32 points and Cincy
Powell 25 for the Colonels. Bob
Verga and Dave Lattin poured
in 34 apiece for the Condors.
Donnie Freeman and Rich
Jones scored 21 points apiece
for Dallas. It was the 31st consecutive game Freeman has
scored 20 or more.
Ralph Simpson netted 34 and
Dave Robisch 20 for the Rockets.

593 lb fat

lb milk 37 test
registered
cows-13
Holstein
50
48 In production by sale day some records over 20,000 lbs of milk
2 registered bulls
1 -is By Fond Matt and a daughter of Grayview Skyliner who has a record of 2 11 304D 26.740M 554 F
5 Registered heifers (bred )
7 Open Grade heifers
3 Springing heifers (grade)
1 Registered baby calf
heifers
open
Registered
7
2 Grade Baby Calves
Fresh now
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THE favorite.
"It's all putting," said Murphy, a stocky, cigar-chomping
guy now in his fifth year on the
tour.
Murphy hasn't won this year,
but has probably the most solid
record on the tour. In 10 starts
he's finished ninth or better
seven times, six times sixth or
better.
He lost a playoff for the Hawaiian Open title when he bogeyed the first extra hole, missing a two-foot putt. But he
ranks third on the money list
this year with $57,421.
Murphy, who didn't take up
golf until the age of 19 after going to the University of Florida
on a baseball scholarship, has
three tour victories to his bredit, the last in 1070.
Other major contenders include Masters champion
ries Coody, Billy Casper,
Tony Jacklin of England and
Australian Bruce Crampton.
Arnold Palmer and Lee Trevino are taking time off.

Padres Looking For Speed To
Help Them Climb Out Of Cellar
By LEE MARGULIES
Associated Press Sports Writer
YUMA, Ariz. )AP) — Speed!
That's what the San Diego
Padres are talking about this
year.
They hope they've added
enough, without Sacrificing too
much pitching, to scramble out
of the National League West
cellar for the first tiine since
they joined the major leagues
nearly four years ago.
-Speed will help us both offensively and defensively,"
says E. J. ':Buzzie" Bavasi,
Padre president and co-owner.
-If we had scored exactly four
runs in every game last year,
we would have won 89 games.
Instead, we won 61"—and lost
100.
Similar sentiments come
from Preston Gomez, manager
of the Padres through all three
of their losing years.
"This is the first year we
have had the kind of speed to
score without hitting the ball
out of the infield," he says.
That means they won't have to
play for the one big inning as
in years past, the _Cuban-born
inanager adds hopefully.
The Padres hope this speed
from newcomers Derrel Thomas and John deter, and 1971
regulars Enzo Hernandez ancl
Dave Campbell—will be the ingredient whittlisis 1Wn missing in .past seasons. In 1970
they hit 172 home runs and last
year they were third in the
league in pitching—but they
again finished last.
Thomas, 21, is likely to be the
Padres' 'starting second baseman while Bill Grief, also 21,
who came in the same deal
from Houston, is battling for
one of the starting spots in the
pitching rotation.
Clay_ Kirby, a right-hander
with a 15-13 record and 2.93
ERA last season, and first
baseman Nate Colbert, 89 home
runs in three seasons at San
Diego, are the Padres' mainstays.
Kirby, who had a one-hitter
against San Francisco last season, has one starting spot, and
Steve Arlin and Fred Norman
have two other3. That leaves
Greif, Tom
Phoebus, Ed

Travis Grant Is AP Player Of Year
NEW YORK (AP) — Just as
easily as he pops in his jump
shots Travis Grant of Kentucky
State won the honor today of
being named the college division basketball Player of The
Year by The Associated Press.
The Machine, as the 6-foot-8
senior is nicknamed, won in a
landslide in the voting by
sportswriters and broadcasters.
such players as Frank Schade
of EAU Claire, Jim Tedesco of
Union, N.Y., Willie Stoudamire
of Portland State, Hal Johnston
of Roanoke and Dick Authier of
South Dakota were far behind_
Being named player of the
year followed Grant's selection
to the 1972 Little All-American
team which was announced
Wednesday.
Grant led the Kentucky State
Thorobreds to their third
straight NA1A championship at
Kansas City last week and was
named the tourney's most valu-

mistakes.
Towery's went ahead with
less than a minute to go, 41-39.
The Car-Wash came back with a
basket by Scaggs, and went
ahead 42-41 on a free throw by
Doran.
Clapp finished the'scoring for
both teams with a bucket for
Towery's with 11 seconds
showing. The Car-Wsah missed
a tie or a win when they failed to
capitalize on a bonus free throw
situation. Three tip-in tries by
Astro also failed before the horn
sounded.
Tonight's
championship
action will match Towery's 4 112) and Douglas All-Stars 11-U
at 7:00 p.m. in the Murray
Middle School Gym. Trophies
will be presented to the first and
second place teams in each
.division. A Sportsmanship
award will be given to the most
valuable player in each division
also.
SCORING
Douglasi 67)—Scott, 20,
Blondett 14, Jackson 5, Brandon
14, Perry 10, Hudspeth 4.
Acosta, Dick Kelley and Mike bats with San Diego. Jestadt hit
Hardin
(36)—Wyatt
6,
Corkins vying for the remain- over 291 and gave what Gomez Trimble 14, Mohler 3, Mathis 1,
ing starters' jobs. Al Sev- called the best third base de- Hill 4, Henson 1, Jones 5, Connel
erinsen will be on call in the fense in the team's history.
2.
bullpen.
With Jeter tabbed for center
SCORING
Two players acquired during field, Leron Lee, 011ie Brown,
he 1971 season, center fielder Larry Stahl and Clarence Gas43)—Bruce
3,
Towery
Jeter and third baseman Garry ton are in a crowd seeking the
English 4, Smith 5, Ernstberger
Jestadt, are counted upon to other two outfield positions.
2, Clapp .22, Camp 3, Goatley 4.
produce for a full season. Jeter, Gaston hit -.318 in 1970 but
Astro(42)—Scaggs 19, Doran
who stole 36 bases and hit .324 dropped 90 points last year.
Bob Barton gives solid de- 5, Blackford 14, Cleaver 2,
in the International League, finLamb 2.
ished up swatting .320 in 75 at- fense behind the plate.

By David Hill
came as Towery's upset
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
powerful Astro-Car Wash 43-42.
The Douglas All-Stars and the The Car-Wash was favored by
Towery's team advanced last many to take the City chamnight in the City Basketball pionship.
league tournament.
Towery's jumped off to an
_ The All-Stars defeated Hardin early six point lead, until Astro
in the first game, 67-36, while battled back to tie it up at
the Towery's quintet upset halftime, 23 all. The Car
previously undefeated Astro- Washers came back out of the
Car Wash, 43-42.
dressing rooms only to be
The All-Stars relied on their greeted with a cold shooting
board strength and fast break to hand, and a quick 31-23 deficit.
defeat Hardin. Albert Scott led The Western champions battled
all scorers with 20 points, back, however, to knot the score
followed by Hector Blondett and
at 35 all, with seven minutes
Charles Brandon with 14 apiece.
remaining.
Hardin scoring was—lett - by
The
last seven minutes
Trimble with 14 markers. The
defeat left Hardin with a 10-3 witnessed both teams doing few
things right, and neither team
slate for the season.
The surprise of the evening taking advantage of the other's

able player for the second
straight year.
He scored a record 213 points
during the tourney and became
the first player to cross the 4,000-point plateau in a four-year
career. He finished with a career 4,045 points. The previous
four-year career high was 3,759
points by Bob Hopkins of
Grambling, 1953 through 1956.
Grant's achievements include
75 points in. one game as a
sophomore and a 68-point production this season against
Eastern Michigan during which
he made 18 straight shots from
the field.
Hal Johnston, who sparked
unheralded Roanoke to the
NCAA championship at Evansville last week, was picked for
the Little MI-American along
with Mike Ratliff, of EAU
Claire, Len Paul of Akron and
Lloyd Neal of Tennessee State.

HOURS: Mon. thru Sat 8-5
Sunday 1-5

Phone
753-5787

MURRAY
NURSERY

FREE
LAND.
SCAPE
DESIGN
and

COMPANY

ESTIMATE

C*I

•er

rden
Ga
Spedals
BEDDIN6 PLANTS
BIG BOY
8 for 69'
TOMATOES
Emerald Cross

8

CABBAGE

for

49'

Single Potted

TOMATOES
v Stone v Marglobe

ROSES!'
Apollo & Portraits

ea. 10
(
v Pondarosa Beef Steak
1972 ALL-AMERICAN
WINNERS!!

plus 104 Other Standard and Patent Varieties
Hybrid-Tea v Climbers v Grandiflora
Polyantha
v Floribunda

7

11717
WINO'
<5•••,1 ine

* SPECIAL! *
ORTHO

LAWN FOOD

Lawn
22% Nitrogen
Food
Am 6,000 sq. $395 12,000 sq.
ft bag
ft. bag
$695

Strawberries
R. Tenn. Beauty
Blakemore
v Ozark Beauty
(ever bearing)

SPRING
BULBS
Number One
v Miniature Glads
v Camellia Type
Begonia
Dahlias
v Hardy Lillies
BRIGHT RED

AZALEAS
(In Bloom)
Small
69'
Med.
'1'9
Large
'2"
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Auto Manufacturers
Romania cuts Burchfield
Fear They Won't -Meet foreign contacts Returns From
Convention
pksipp
WASHINGTON
---"=4 •
--4)401,01e"-

'AA

Robert W.Head,right, Assistuit Professes:of Art from Murray State University,is aboard the S.S.
Universe Campus for the Spring 1972 voyage of World Campus Afloat. Also aboard is Miss Marian
Baker. left, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. C.D. Baker of Anchorage. Miss Baker is an English major from
Murray State.

World Campus Afloat Begins New Semester
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA— head of the Girl Guides in
Chapman College's unique Ceylon, and their three collegeshipboard program in in- age sons have joined the
ternational. studies, - World seagoing campus to prepare
Campus Afloat, began its the students for their later
fourteenth academic semester experiences on arrival in
Feb. 3, at the port of New York. Colombo. In other instances,
On that day college students educational, civic and cultural
from all the 50 states and leaders from ports to be visited
representing 200 colleges and spend time aboard ship for the
-aniversities in the United same purpose.
States, embarked for a study
Classes meet regularly while
semester aboard ship and on the ship is at sea and extend into
shore in Arrica, India and the field . research projects in the
Orient.
ports of call. Certain activities
Since its inception in 1965, in each port have been
World Campus Afloat has taken
approximately 5500 college
students on voyages of
discovery where the idea of
"look-learning" to
adding
•
-book-learning" has moved
education beyond the classroom
into the world laboratory. ,
Campus jor the program is
the I8,000-gross-ton S.S
Universe Campus, owned by
Seawise Foundations, Inc. of
- Liberia and operated - by Orient
Overseas Line with head offices
in San Francisco. The shipboard campus is equipped with
the classrooms, library,
laboratories, offices, theatre,
bookstore, self-service dining
room and student union
necessary to the educational
program offered.
In addition to the teaching
BAIL—Juan
DENIED
faculty and administrative
personnel, the World Campus Corona, accused slayer of 25
Afloat- staff includes a itinerant farm workers and
recfeation director, counselors, burying their bodies in orchards
a psychologist and chaplains. north of Yuba City, Calif.,
Also, when possible, inter-port appears at superior court where
lecturets travel aboard ship as he was denied a request for
resourcs_ _personnel. As an release on bail. Corona has been
example,for several semesters,- held in lad in connection with
the clerk of the, Ceylonese the deaths since last May.
(APIcirephotol
parliament, his wife, who is

prearranged by the College to
satisfy course requirements.
Visits to local universities,
galleries. museums, markets,
housing developments, social
institutions, government offices
and business and industrial
developments are typical of
these.
Other activities,are optional
and are designed to enhance the
students' appreciation for the
cultural mode of the city,
country or region visited.
Students also may enjoy home
stays as guests of local families
and may arrange to travel
overland to points of interest or
the - ship at the
to rejoin
following port.
Chapman College is a coeducational, church-related,
independently supported liberal
arts college with a full-time,
.day student body of 1250 on the
home campus in Orange. One of
California's oldest private institutions of higher education, it
traces its heritage to 186L

IRA bombs injure
girl twice in one day
Miss Sharon Anderson, 16, of
Dundonald, was hurt in two
separate bomb explosions in
Belfast recently and treated
twice in hospitals.
She was one of seven persons
treated after an explosion at
the British Caledonian airline
booking office in the morning.
About 4 p.m., at she waited for
a bus, a bomb went off in a
nearby parked car.
TELEPHONE PATENT
The first telephone patent
was issued to Alexander Graham Bell on'Meth 7, 1876.

BUCHAREST — A new security law has beefi passed here
prohibiting Romanians from
meeting foreigners without official permission.
The law lays down heavy
penalties for any Romanian
citizen meeting and discussing
government policies with any
foreign_ visitor. Infringements
are punishable by stiff prison
sentences and fines of up to
-5,000 lei. The average monthly
salary in Romania is 1,200 lei,
worth around $100 in domestic
purchasing power.
Since the Romanian definition of a state secret takes in
any information on foreign affairs, economic planning and
industrial production, the new
law is dearly intended to prevent Romanians from any unofficial contact with Western
visitors.
Foreign businessmen will be,
obliged to obtain special clearance and wear distinctive
badges when visiting Romanian industrial plants. Western
embassies wishing to invite Romanians to receptions must
first submit a list to the protocol office for vetting. '
Although the new measures
are aimed primarily at protecting technical and industrial information, observers say the
Bucharest regime is also hitting at the intellectual strata.
Romanian writers have already suffered from the clampdown last year in the field of literature and the arts.
The new security law will
doubtlessly be used to repress
restless writers who have been
cultivating contacts in the West
without sanctions from the
censor. The Romanian government is still smarting from the
publication in West Germany of
a book by Paul Goma, vividly
describing the harsh life in a
Romanian prison camp.
Until the mid-1960s, Romania
under Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej
retained a powerful secret police apparatus,and a tight press
censorship. 'Young writers
emerging in the postwar period
were under the strict control of
the Writers' Union, whose task
it was to create an army of propagandists. It was only possible
in that period to write about the

Deadline on car
a mass
nation's automakers are ap- which will meet all the standproaching July with the queasy ards.
sensation that they won't make
But reachers have developed
their deadline for meeting the some cars which come tangovernment's 1975 exhaust tilizingly close, and government
emission standards.
officials are not convinced the
The Pressure from govern- industry needs the year's reprment and industry critics al- ieve it has requested;
ready is ketting heavier.
Engelhard Minerals and
"It is extremely difficult for Chemicals Corp., an independme to understand this sudden ent 'catalytic filter researcher,
and coincidental inability to says it recently ran a car for
achieve the Clean Air Act 25,000 miles with its converter,
standards," said Senate Major- and the car still put out no
ity Leader Mike Mansfield more than legal levels.
after the manufaetarers anFord has run a stratifiednounced they would ask for an charge engine in its laboraextra year to meet standards, tories which meets the 1975
set by the 1970 act.
standards.
Ralph Nader has said it's alBut even the most promising
ready too late because the auto experiments have what the
industry decided long ago to re- auto industry considers to be
work the present engines in- some important qualifiers:
stead of designing new engines
In addition to meeting legal
powered by steam, electricity limits of emissions for 1975, the
or a clean power scarce.
cars.mist also sustain that levGovernment and in-dust-Ty of- el for 50,000 miles. No test car
ficials concede that as yet, a has done this yet.
little over three months before , In an October survey, the Namanufacturers say they must tional Academy of Sciences surstart the ordering and tooling vey of five domestic and 13 forfor 1975 cars, no one has devel- eign cars found that the stratified—charge engine run at
Ford ane r"/P foreign cars met
1975 siauuaiu,1/l .722 were
the
MARCH 19, 1972
hand-made and a decade away
ADULTS..104
from mass production.
NURSERY..4
No one has yet built a term
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Shell (Mrs. Vickie car which meets all the qualiStark Shell), 820 S. 9th St., fications for emissions and
mileage.
Murray.
• The academy concluded:
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anna Lois Urguhart and -While there is no certainty toPine St., day that any 1975 model year
Baby Girl, 101
Murray, Mrs. Donna Joyce vehicles will meet the requireCaldwell and Baby Boy, Box ments of the act, the status of
183, Sedalia, Mrs. Reba Mae development and rate of progOverbey,707 Olive St., Murray, ress make it possible that the
Mrs. Mary Louise Marshall, 206 larger, manufacturers will be
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Hilda able to produce vehicles that
Ruth Ward,- 214 Wooellawn,- will qualify," provided certain
Murray, Mrs. Clara Trevathan conditions are met.
The conditions are (1) that
Skinner, 1667 Ryan Ave.,
the government allow replace.1141urray.
ment of the catalyst within 50,March 20, 1972
000 miles, ( 2) that unleaded
ADULTS..197
gasoline be available in time
NURSERY..4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS and (3) that the average of production line cars—rather than
DISMISSALS
Carl Morris Stout, Sr., Rt. 1, ever single one—meet the
Murray, Mrs. Alyce Diane Itstandards•
Underwood, Oxford Dr.,
Canterberry Est., Murray.
Master Richard Wayne Colson.
Rt. 1, Murray, James Ora
Futrell, Box 241, Murray, Miss
Karen Faye Johnson, Rt. 5,
203 N. Brewer
Murray, Miss Julia Ann Cavitt,
Rt. 2 Box 253, Murray, O.C.
Williams, Rt. 1, Almo, Terrell
Julius Smith, Rt. 7 Foster Ilene,
Mayfield, Doyce Halton Moiris.166 W. Olive St., Murray, Mrs.
Sharon Kay Johnson, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Novie Paschall,
Rt. 7, Murray.
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socialization of'agriculture and
industry while praising the role
of the Soviet Union in contemporary history.
Under Nicolae Ceausescu the
-scene changed and there were
marked strides toward domestic liberalization. Inhibition
gradually disappeared in the
arts and Western culture became mildly acceptable. It now
seems that pressure is being
put on the Ceausescu regime
and the country is taking several steps backward. Ceausescu
recently slammed "decadent
Western influences" and last
year embarked on an anti-intellectual drive.
• Observefs say a renewed
tightening of domestic policy is
the price Romanians must pay
for Bucharest's foreign policy.
In return for its relationship
with China, diplomatic ties
with Israel and reluctancy to
attend any Soviet-dominated
conference of Communist parties, Moscow demands that Romania dues not allow too much

Donald F. Burchfield has
returned from the National
Convention of the American
Camping Association, "Quest
for Quality," held last week in
New York City. Mr. Burchfield
represented Tennessee Valley
Authority of which he is
Recreation Planner.
The ACA Convention brought
together in New York more than
2,500 camp directors and staff
members representing over
3,500 agency, church, and
private-independent camps in
the United States. Earlier in the
week .15 national agencies and
organizations met to discuss
camping needs and opportunities.
The Convention keynoter, Dr.
Ashley
anMontagu,
thropologist, author, educator,
and social 'critic, provocatively
examined society today; roundtable discussion followed.
Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
—concert--singer;--lecturer, and- - —
On the other hand, there is author spoke on the need for
some evidence that.the Soviets commitment and the conwould welcome undercurrents tributions it can make to the
leading to an anti-Ceausescu quality of-life.
rebellion — similar to that in
Six concurrent Issue and
Poland's Baltic region in De- Quest sessions were held:
cember, 1970 — by well-placed "Education," Dr. Harold B.
Romanian intellectual group- Gores, Educational Advisor to
ings asan excuse to enforce the the New
York Times;
Brezhnev Doctrine of limited "Ecology," Hugh Muller,
sovereignty.
National Park- Service and Dr.
Last year, the Soviet Union Eugene Ezersky,
Project
was readying its Warsaw Pact
Director of
Educational
troops in Hungary and Bulgaria — both bordering Ro- Facilities Laboratories;
mania — for an invasion. For "Legislation," Senator Bennett
some reason the plan was D. Katz, Maine; "Alienated
called off at the last minute. Youth," Dr. Robert Leibert,
But many Romanians believe author of Radical and Militant
"Value
Reinthat the Soviets merely post- Youth;
poned their move instead of forcement„' De.- Lacy Hall,
Director of Educational
canceling it outright.
Programs;
and
"Race
BARCELONA BOMBED
Relations," Dr. George W.
Air raids on Barcelona killed
Webber, President, New York
1,000 persons on March 7, 1938, Theological Seminary
Mr. 'Burchfield also participated in seminars and
CHOPPER SWAPPER
A U.S. Air Force C-5 Galaxy workshops designed to keep the
flew three Army CH-47 Chinook camping profession up to date,
helicopters from Pennsylvania and visited over 100
to Vietnam and picked up three professional
exhibits
damaged Chinooks and re- displaying the latest in supplies
turned them to Pennsylvania, and services for organized
.All within 72 hours.
camping.
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CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
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Paris, Tennessee
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Say Rite's
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Price

7-Ounce

89' Value

Regular '1.09 Value

Regular 11.19 Value

Sine-Aid

Soft

AMERICA'S NO.! TONIC
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and

Dri

UNSCE NTE

SIEMS MEALADIf WAFTS

3-Oz. -Size

40 TABLETS

Your Choice

For relief of sinus
headache pain.

--

95 Value
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No Sting
Anti Perspirant
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LIQUID

Your Choice
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REAL ESTATE FOR SAa

REAL ESTATE FOR SAL3. REAL ESTATE 'OR SALE

IMMACULATE TWO BEDROOM shingled home
9th Street, situated on an 80'x150' lot. -

505 South

COMMERCIAL LOT(ZONED 3-2) on Story Avenue, just.,
East of 12th Street. Ideal location for a small office, TV Shop,
etc.
BRICK DUPLEX AT 1301 Peggy Ann Drive. Owner's side has
three bedrooms, living room, family room, kitchen with
built-ins,.-ceramic bath, utility room. Other side has two
bedrooms,living room,kitchen with built-ins, ceramic bath,
8'x12' outside storage building.
EXTRA LARGE FOUR BEDROOM home in banterbury
Estates. Has wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
1
2 baths, two car garage.
kitchen built-ins, fireplace, 2/
/
4 acres. Located three
THREE BEDROOM HOME ON 11
miles southeast of Murray, on Hwy. 121. Has two ceramic
baths, carpeting,'imitation fireplace, electric heat and city
water.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a beautifully wooded
lot in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision. This home is brand new
/
2
and features central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 11
ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins, living room, family room,
utility room,single garage, patio and a front porch.

9

PRICE REDUCED ON THE attractive three bedroom brick
home at 1510 Belmonte Drive. It has wall to wall carpeting,
/
2 ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins,
central heat and air, 11
sliding glass doors to the , patio, draperies, large outside
storage building. A good buy at $21,000.00.
THE PRICE IS ALSO REDUCED ON THE four bedroom
shingled home at 107 South 14th Street. Has wall to wall
carpeting, two baths, a large kitchen, sun porch and a
separate garage. Now only $17,500.00.
POSSESSION WITH THE DEED on the three bedroom brick
home at 1312 Kirkwood. Has a large living room, kitchendining area, utility, bath. This home is in excellent condition.

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME(10'x58-5'ona Corner lot in
Baywood Vista Subdivision, near Blood River. Priced at
$5,000.00.
100' WIDE LOTS FOR MOBILE Homes or conventional type
housing. Located four miles South of Murray, on US-641
Highway. Priced at $2,500 each.Financing can be arranged if
desired.

........

--LARGE TWOSTORY,FOUR BEDROOM brick home at 1513
Kirkwood. Has a living room,family room with a fireplace,
dining room, kitchen with built-ins, two ceramic baths,
central heat and air, carpeting, two car garage, fenced back
yard.
85 ACRE FAIN WITH A THREE bedroom home of brick
and aluminum siding, a large stock barn, good well, year
around springs, 0 acres tillable ground. Located between
New Providence and Buchanan.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED FRAME DUPLEX at 811
Vine Street. Has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
bath on the owner's side. Rental side has a living room,
kitchen, one bedroom and bath. Large semi-finished attic.

HOMESITES ON HIGHWAY 94 East, less than three miles
from murray. City water available. Priced within your
budget.
40 ACRE FARM, APPROXIMATELY 7 miles Southeast of
Murray, on Laycock Road. Has 32 acres of cleared land,
stock barn, tobacco barn, crib, chicken house, double garage
and deep well. Priced $16,500.00.

im-Faxe

TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, 45'x10'. In good condition.
Phone 753-7647.
M24NC
BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
superb condition. WurIitzer
Grand Piano, used. Two
reposeued Baldwin pianos. New
Baldwin organs and pianos.
Practice pianos. Rent-ToPurchase plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across _frorrr'PostOffice, Paris,Tennessee,. M24C

NINE ACRES OF LAND, within 4 miles of Murray, on a
blacktop Road. Priced at $5,500.00.
FOUR ACRES OF LAND, on Locust Grove Baptist Church
Road, priced at $1,000.
BUILDING LOTS froin 11,200 np: Cheek-iv-Rh-Us for the location you prefer.

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

CAMPER TRAILER, 7'x16',
$550.00. See at 701
Sycamore.
M28P

Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
— LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE —

4
.
1
14'._ CHEROKI fishing Iiiat
INTERNATIONAL Dieset.:____ _
factory trailer, 18 H.P. Evinrude tractor,' 1964 model.. Power"
motor. $450.00. Phone 435-5842 steering, good tires, good paint,
after 6:00p.m.
M23C Equipped with four 16" ploWs.
Phone 4354725.
M234
MODEL 870 Magnum Remington
shotgun, 30" full with vent rib. NEW TECUMSEH 3 H.P. Miii
Phone 753-4935 or 753-5606 after Bike. If interested phone 7536:00p.m.
M23C 5870.
M23C

1, John I
1,601 F
1,1040

CORBIN
2, I.H.0

TRUCKS
1, 1964
1964
1, 1961
1, 1958
1, 1958
1, 1955

A GOOD buy.. give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet 1947 FORD TRACTOR, mote
FOR SALE
completely. overhauled. Plowa,;...
le TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. ping Center.
M25C disc, cultivator and mower.
EIGHT MON
Phone 437-4280.
M25C
asher. 'East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
G.E. ell§i
finance
two-thirds
at
$135.00
a
SPINDLE
TYPE
Bed.
Very old.
a ma e cutting
Avosflo
See at Murray Hatchery, 406 S.
M24C month. Call 753-6202 or 753ne 53-7243.
board
SIZE 14 James Kenrob knit she
TFr
3648.
4th St.
M24C long sleeves, light beige colors
ENNIS SS & XB Restaurantlong zipper in the back. Machin*
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 SPRING FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
washable. Worn only twice,.
per case ,( 100 books). Sold in case 175 cycle, helmet, new tires, just ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, beautiful, but too small! Cosi
Royal,
$35.00.
Four wheel wagon. $22.00, will sell for
Jots only..Ledger dt Times Office tuned. Low miles. Beady to go!!
$15.00. Phone
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TF, Lots of fun for $395.00. Phone 75 Auto parts; 62 Valiant, 58 753-1916 days or 753-3147 after
Chevrolet,
51
Ford
truck.
8.25
NC
7620.
Aprill8C
5:00 p.m.
TFNC
tires. Phone 492-8683.
M24P
comone
TWO INSIDE doors:.
mode and two lavatories. See at
the Ledger 'It Tffiies toffici,
TFNC
North 4th Street.

45 ACRES FOR $5,500. Fenced, sawed down and has a
practically new stock pond. Located approximately 15 miles
Southwest of Murray,just north of State Line Road.

Phone 753-7333

1, Brun
41,
961
1, Sal
1 1954
, Wien
1, 1960

FOR SALE

EXCEPTIONALLY NEAT TWO BEDROOM FRAME home
near 5th and Gilbert Street, in Hazel.. Has a living room,
kitchen-dining room,family room with fireplace, bath, utility
room.

NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION - We have recently started
build** ttvo new three bedroom brick homes in Fairview
Vied.Subdivision. They will have central heat and air, wall,
n built-Ins:W. Buy now and Select
to wall carp
—i-TETcting
the colors of your choice.

3-21

%ET YOUR PROGRAM, FOLKS. YOU
CAN'T TELL ONE CANDIDATE FROM
ANOTHER WITHOUT A PROGRAM,"

SORRY SAL is now a merry gal.
She used Blue Lustre rug and
upholstery cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Store. Central Shopping CenM25C
ter.

4th & Maple Streets

1971 MAIN STREAMER Bass
'boat with 100 H. P. motor, lilt
trailer and trolling motor,
81850.00. Phone 474-2309.
M24C

FOR SALE
REDUCED: KEENLAND Drive;
baths,
/
2
11
/
2-story, 3 bedrooms. 11
SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000
carpeted living room and bushels York, germination of 88
separate dining room. Kitchen per cent. Phone 435-5165 or 435with all built-ins, family room, 4415.
M29C
library and laundry with shower.
KENIANA SHORES Large lake Phone 753-7295 after 4:00 p.m.
FRESH GULF SHRIMP
acess lots for $795.00 and up. M25C
$1.85
$10.00 down and $10.00 per month
IfTaste is Great. With french
Water and all utilities available. HOUSE AT 417 South 10th Street.
ries, combination salad
Phone 436-5320,
Aprill2C Two bedroom frame with
FOR SALE
shrimp sauces
Brick house in Cantebury
Newly,
siding.
aluminum
LOOKINt FOR a house with decorated and painted. New
Estates, 4 bedroom, 2 car
INN
extra large rooms. Try this two carpet
garage with a automatic
throughout. Price
story four bedroom in excellent $8,500.00. Phone 753-4751. M24C WE
door, built in appliances,
HAVE Toy parti-colored
neighborhood on dead end street
carpet throughout, central
Poodles, AKC, just in time for
In easy walking distance
heat & air, well landEaster. Phone Puryear, TenUniversity, one block Robertson
scaped. Call..Days 753FOR SALE
nessee,901-247-3299.
M24C
School and two blocks high
5315, Nights 753-3854.
school, landscaped with fenced
BOY'S CLOTHING, sizes 12 and GO CART frame, $35.00. 6 H.P.
back yard. Phone 753-6557 for
14, winter and summer,including motor, $20.00. Both for $50.00.
IN LAKE WAY Shores, modern A appointment
M25C Boy Scout uniforms, like new.
Phone 753-3163.
M24C
frame house, two bedrooms, _
combination living room and THREE BEDROOM brick house. Also lady's two and three piece
492- 1965 AMERICAN MOBILE home,
built in kitchen, paneled P2 baths, located on 34 acre lot knit dre4SES7St2r-T01- Phone
M25P 10'x56', Early American decor,
basement, utility area, storm off New Concord Highway in 8339 after 4:00p.m.
two bedrooms with a separate
windows and doors, electric heat. Fairview Acres, 1st house on
kitchen and dining area. Ex$15,500.00. Phone 436-5331. April right. $1500.00 cash and assume
1957 CHEVROLET PICKUP cellent condition. Also lot
3C
payments of $102.00 on 64 per truck, $300.00. Also coffee table
available for rent. Phone 753cent loan which can be tran$40.00. All in 7443.
M24C
FOUR BEDROOM 2'2 bath home sferred. Contact Bob Fairchild and two end tables,
good condition. Phone 753on Parklane Drive. 1L2 stories on 753-9408
M25P 9235.
M25C 1971 EAGLE MOBILE 12'x60' two
yard. Two
large fenced
bedrooms, two full baths, carpet
fireplaces, red shag carpeting, FIVE ROOM house and 1 acre of
TRAILER axils; wheels, throughout, central air Take
and walnut paneling in cathedral land near lake, good well, partly HOUSE
and equalizers, $150.00 over payments, $99.00 per month.
ceiling leisure room. $28,900.00. reworked, $3500 00. Phone 753- tires, axils
per tendern. Phone 753-6508. M29C Phone 753-7606,
M25C
M23C 8014
Phone 753-7832.
M25(7

1

1

0 1472 17, 11•04 hollow horheolo. lot

27 ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT TYPE PROPERTY, near
Blood River. Has 1,400' of blacktop frontage on Hwy. 444 and
approximately 2,000' common boundary with TVA.

BRAND NE.W THREE BEDROOM BRICK home in Ptirxear
Heights Subdivision. Has central heat and air, wall &rival'
carpeting, ceramic bath, living room, kitchen-family room,
utility, carport and a patio. Good financing terms can be
arranged.

1, 1961
1, 1028

"WRANGLE INNI

FOR $4,000 (FULL PRICE)You can own a two bedroom
home, in good condition, on city water and sewers. Located
on a 100'x210' lot in Hazel.

THE LARGE FRAME HOME at 506 Pine Street has been
completely redecorated and new carpeting installed. A lot of
house for a low price of $8,500.00.

own
tool

great after Meals as well as
JUST IN time for Easter, pets. in between. $.211,1.311, $.11
Baby Gerbels. Also for sale,
753-653
complete 10 gallon aquarium set
M23C
up. Phone 753-2443.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

GOOD INVESTMENT property:
nearly two acres in heart of town,
near 8th and Sycamore and the
hospital. Nice retirement home
sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 roorr.
home, and remodeling material
A sound buy at $9,850.00:Phone
753_7fi20 or 753-9912.
April 1 ac

itYPhone

OXIDATE

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stdres
-Army- -Surplus;1- miles-from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
4:00p.m.
M24C

PRIME COMMERCIAL PROPERTY, consisting of ap- _
:
pass at the inpraiimatetya.acres of land, on lkyy,121 By
tersection with North 16th Street.

ANTIQUE REFINISHED round HONDAS SL-70 and SL-125. Like
Oak dining table with beautiful new. Phone 753-9381 after 5:00
M23C
and unusual pedestal. See after p.m.
M23P
5:00 p.m.,1407 Johnson.
mesh
LARGE
, also •
TWO Si
HAPARELL
1969
753bedroom 12'x49' trailer, Fur3123C
.
nished.$3,000.00. Phone 489M23P
2311.
DELUXE OVER cab camper,
with refrigerator,
complete
8 PLACE Octagonal poker table.
heater
and toilet. Phone
stove,
Good as new. Priced.reasonable.
1423C
753-3616 or 753-9900.
Lake
Kentucky
Bill Hooper,
Lodge, Aurora, Kentucky 474M23C Homemade lee Cream is
2259.

COMPLETELY REMODELED TWO BEDROOM frame
home on South 10th Street Has wall lo wall carpeting, new
kitchen cabinets, new roof, new paint inside and out. Shown
by -appointment.

A COMFORTABLE RESIDENCE WITH A GOOD INCOME
can be yours with the property at 402 South 8th Street. The
residence consists of a three bedroom stucco home that has a
living room,dining room ,kitchen, bath, and a full basement.
The income can be derived from the three room and bath
garage apartment. Also, has approximately one acre of land
and a 24'x34' concrete block building.

FOR SALE

Another View

LARGE "HOMEY"FRAME RESIDENCE with three rental
rooms(completely furnished)in the upstairs portion. Within
two blocks of the University, at 382 Nardi 13th Street. The
downstairs portion has living room, dining room, kitchen
with applicarices,. utility, bath, three bedrooms, carpeting,
draperies, and an air conditioner.

WATERFRONT LOTS on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.

•,

753-1916•
•
•

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

20 ACRES OF GOOD FARMLAND, NEAR Underwood
Crossing, approximately 3 miles Northwest of Puryear,
Tenn. Priced at only $9,000.

Call

0000000000,000000000 0000000000 000000 Oil

404,000000000000110000 600000•00

PARTIALLY COMPLETED TWO BEDROOM frame home,
near the boat launching area, in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has e living room with fireplace, kitchen, bath,
carport, public water supply.Full price $5,500.00.

•

WANT

SHOP

0000000 •

A!

LOTS IN Bagwell Manor. Also
few choice lots in Circarama
Subdivision. See
Howard
Brandon or call 753-4383. March
28C

A

1

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16 x 35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rat.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.
At
,

al11111.

1971 HONDA 175 cc. Phone 753M24('
802.
. LE color TV.
RCA 21" CONS°
Needs new picture tube, otherwise perfect. $25.00 buys it. See
at 511 South 11th Street or phone
M241)
753-7820 after 5:00p.m.

TOOLS:
IHC 6 ro
1, later'
2, Inter
1, Case
1, From

The L

We at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet are going to
try a new concept of pricing our entire stock
of cars and trucks. We'll have a discount
price on the window along with the list price.
HERE ARE 5 EXAMPLES.

'72 VEGA

'72 NOVA

(Freight Included in Price)

4-Door. V-8, air, power steering,radio,
white wall tires, tinted glass. With
console.
Stock No. 349
Serial No. 1X6g12W257914
Suggested Pike $3508.70
Our Price $3192.01 (No Trade)
(Freight Included in Price)

'72 IMPALA

'72 CUSTOM

4-Door Sedan. Air, power steering,
power disc brakes, hydramatic
transmission, white wall tires, with
console, tinted glass, 350 V-8.

6-Cylinder Pickup. Long wheel 'lase,
heavy duty rear springs, upper
chrome, rear bumper.

3 speed Coupe. Radio, white wall
tires.
Stock No. 206
Serial. No. 1V77B2U242443
Suggested Price $2234.50
Our Price $2163
;28
(Ma-Trade)

Stock No. 414
Serial No. 1M69H2S222803
Suggested Price $4419.90
Our Price $3690.96
(No Trade)
(Freight Included in Price)
If you have a

Stock No. 1
Serial No. CCS142S100822
Suggested Price $2832.00
Our Price $2439.21
(No Trade)
(Freight Included in Price)

'72 MALIBU

2-Door Hardtop. Air,
power steering, V-8,
courteous
one of our
hydromatic transmission,
radio, white wall tires,
salesmen for your own
tinted glass.
personal trade-in.
Stock No. 238
Serial No. 1D31H2R521233
Suggested Price $3991.65
Our Price $3485.38
(No Trade)
(Freight Included in Price)
trade-in, please see

Come by and
See our salesmen at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
J. H. Nix
Guy McCuiston
Charlie Jenkins

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Across From Uncle Jeff's
Phone 753-2617

T1
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AUCTION SALE

ESTATE AUCTION

, also

Saturday, March 25 At 10:00 A.M.

M23C

cab camper,
refrigerator,
toilet. Phone
— 14123C

Located halfway between Eddyville and Cadiz, Ky., on Highway 93. 1 mile
west of the junction of 139 and 93.
_
_
Sale bting held to settle the estate of M. W. "(luck" Thomas "deceased"
owner and operator of Thomas Territories. This is a complete dispersal of all
tools and farm machinery of Thomas Territories,•6000 acre operation.
1, 1961 D6 Cat with Hydraulic Angle Blade
1, 1028 Bush and Bog Disk
1, Brush Rake and Tilt Cylinder
1,1961 Case 930 Tractor with plow and disk
1, 806 International Tractor with 6 bottom plow
1„_1954 Ford Tractor and equipment
1, International B215 Diesel Tractor and equipment
1, 1960 Ford Diesel Tractor
1, John Deere MC Crawler Tractor
1, 601 Ford Tractor
1, 1040 Case Tractor

DNAL Dipesl
iodel.. Power
es, good pa*.
mu 16" plows.
M21/4
•
El 3 H.P. MIII
phone 753M23C

COMBINES:
2, I.H.C. 403 Combines with corn and grain headers
TRUCKS:
1, 1964 G MC Pickup
1, 1964 International Tandem Truck with grain bed
1, 1961 Ford with 16' flat bed
1, 1958 Fad Service Truck with cabinets
1, 1958 Fad Dump Truck
I, 1955 Ford Dump Truck

LCTOR, motir
keeled. Plows._
and mower.
M23C
•

.nrob knit sheik
A beige color.
back. Machine:
only twice,
o small! Cosi
r $15.00. Phone
753-3147 after
TFNC

TOOLS:
INC 6 row Corn Planter with fertilizer attachments
1, International 6 bottom plow
2, International 6 row cultivator
1, Case brow Chisel Planter and equipment
1, Front End Loader for Ford Tractor

1, 24 Hole Wheat Drill with seed attachments
1, 48' Portable Harrow
1, I. H. C. 8% Wheel Disk Harrow
1, I. H. C. 12' Disk Harrow
1, 10' Twin Rotary Clipper
2, Bush Hog Rotary Clippers
6, Farm Trailers with.franis
1, Ford Mower I'
Avery Manure Spreader
2, Sub Sollars
1, 3 PH Blade
1, Farm Hand Soil Mover
Electric Seed Cleaner
4, Portable Grain Augers with Electric Motor
I, 52' Portable Mayrath Grain Auger
1, NAVIN take off Seeder
EQUIPMENT: _. _
1, 1100 gallon Water Tank
1, 500 gallon Water Tank
2,.3 HP Water Pumps
1, Shallow Well Pump
MISCELLANEOUS SHOP TOOLS INCLUDING:
2, Electric Welders
1, Rubber Tire Tool Carrier
1, SO Ton Press
1, Value Grinding Machine
Multitudes of Smaller Items

The Louisville Trust Co., Administrator of Estate.
SALE BY

to
stock
Pt
price.

THOMAS REAL ESTATE
Selling Agent

Thomas White

ESTATE
AUCTION
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smen at
Chevrolet

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
INSURANCE
COMPANY
Saturday, March 25
needs a man who desires to
make 210,000 a year. Our
10:00 a.m.
specialized marketing of life
On Highway 94 Between
insurance provides a real
and FOR YOUR auction sale needs SPRINGS HERE!! Time to career opportunity in the
Aurora, Kentucky
Kentucky— contact Otto Chester's Auctior. groom your dog. Pick up and college division. During our
Murray,
Approximately 5 Miles West of Service, 435-4042, Lynn Grove. delivery. Melody-Ayre Kennels, initial training period a full
Aurora, Kentucky—Watch --Complete euetionserviee. -April Buchanan, Tenripsapp, 901,242,_selaity of-$18080-per week.
For Sale Sign.
M2&P Plus commissions are paid. If
3345.
14NC
interested phone 753-7770
In Case of Heavy Rains or
Extremely Cold
Weather,
EXPERT SEWING
MACHINE SERVICE
Sale Will Be Held Followhi ' BLUE MARLIN CLUBI
APPLICATIONS ARE being
Band
Saturday.
We pick up & deliver
reteived in the Nursing Office
.
,
Wed.-Fri.-& Sat. /
Discount Sewing &
through March 25, 1972, for a
The Estate of the late Mr.
Phone 642-9804
Stereo renter
Nurse Aide Training Class at the
Raymond Colson
—40_10aallEPAM1
azel, Ky.
Calloway
County
492-8812m& Murray
1963 Chevrolet Biscayne 4 dr._0
Hospital. Requirements for
cylinder with Radio and 41,000 ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-*chef—Mites; One-Owner. -Goec
s,-B-di2r3-xurrav Kv elt—CASit FOR --your- old pianos. applieantsafeaa-fellewat---age—
, rr •I •
Rubber. Good Condition. 1944.
to 50, high school graduates
Chevrolet Pickup Truck, Deluxe Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Leach's Music Center, Dixieland
preferable (at least two years of
753-7575.
M24C
Cab. New 6-ply Mud and
Center,
phone
•
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
Tires, 700x16. New 6-ply on Front.
high school), statement from
With New Motor and Cattle
_
Racks—A Sharp Little TruCk=0-7-1V IV lpr
Nr'Mr lir lir11.P
111r VI Physician that applicant is in
good health,references
Don't Miss It. A Very Nice B Model 0
Allis Chamblis Tractor With GOOd
required.
M25C
Rubber, Qood Paint, In Good
Condition With Plow. Disc
Cultivator With Hydraulic. 4 Wheel
WANTED NIGHT cook. Good
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon, Good
starting
pay. Must have exBed, End Gates. Good Wagon.
perience. Triangle Inn, phone
Tractor Post Hole Digger; 3 PHitch, Real Good. 4 New Rolls 48,
753-4953.
M23C
..inch.-Woven-Wire. 1 and 1-2 New9.._
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
Rolls 4 Prong Barb Wire. Team
Pull-type Mower. One Horse Corn he,A1 ALAI\
Drill And Plow. 2 Big Saw Manrils. Approx. 50 Bales Red Top
and Jap Hay. Approx. 500 Tobacco NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
for a
PARIS DOG Training Club offers
Sticks. Metal Trough. Several tablets, $3.00.
Money back obedience classes starting
good man to become part of
ass Sacks.
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
Wednesday, April 5, at 7:00 p.m. our business. Future
Id Wood Desk Chair. Small Wood Pharmacy.
M23C in the little gym at Grove. For
assured. Must be married
Tables. Living Room Suite, Couch
and Chair. Enterprise Electric
interested
in
Information phone Paris, Ten- and
Cookstove, Good. Roll-A-Way Bed
progressing. Capital cap be
M24C
nessee 901-642-4200.
and Mattresses. Frigidaire
arranged. For interview
Refreigerator—Freezer across
Top. Sea-King Outboard Motor.
write Box 32-A, Murray,
Dance
Large Hydraulic Jack. Big
Kentucky
listingRed Oak Lounge
Railroad Jack. Large Black and
lust off Hwy. 65, So., Paris
Decker Skil SaW, Good. All Kin
references
and
Tenn. on left past Eakers Store
qualifications.
Sfridwr3tirecrrssoNa°V6.13,%iw9ng
Band Middle of the Road
Knives. Hack Saws. Chisels.
featuring Jean Henderson 8 p.m
Hammers. Planes, Steel Tapes.
Friday and Saturday March 24
FOR RENT
Prophane Gas Torch.
and 25.

4.

ix

iston
ikins

Pr'

FOR SALE OR TRADE

Inc.

CHEVROLET IMPALA SS,
te, black vinyl roof, stereo
d power steering, or will trade
M23P
Jeep. Phone 753-7242.

I

FOR LEASE

BACCO BASE, 1.32 acre dark
ed. Corn or soy beans, 5 acres.
M25C
one 753-6609.

4.

A

I
1
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV '` I
I
.,...........,...
MOVE UP TO MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX TV and STEREO

Opportunity

t

NEED SOMEONE to mow your
yard" For expert yard care,
M23P
,
phone 435-5903.

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back.
PHONE 698-2967
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7535933.
TFC LEDBETTER, KENTUCKY

FOR WHATEVER JOB IN
•
BUSHHOGGING, $3.50 per acre, SELLING THERE IS TO BE
February
BUY
TO
WANT
$20.00 minimum. Call anytime, DONE!
copies of the Ledger & Times. 753-5184.
M27C
Please bring to office of Ledger &
No
Street.
4th
North
103
Times,
TFNC WILL MOW lawns as needed,
phone calls please.
spring and S_Knmer. Book now.
WANT TO BUY Holstein bull Phone 753-4535
M24P
about 700 pounds. Phone 435-4892
M25NC
after 5:00 p.m.
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
Prompt expert service. 15 years
WANTED TO RENT
experience. Ben W. Dyer,
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247Apri126C
WANT TO RENT three bedrpom 8072.
_
unfurnished house or duplex in
good location for faculty family EXPERIENCED BABY-SITTER
arriving June 1. Prefer air in your home or mine Have own
conditioning. Write P.O. Box 32- transportation Phone 753M24C 4759.
M29C
Q,Murray, Kentucky.

adAlf
Rift,/he
BellI

DREAA CAR
Like new 1971
Grand Prix, new tires, all the
extras, need capital for in-vestment. Yon ifiltist-see-thisone.
Phone 753-7620.
Aprill8C
1970 VOLKSWAGEN with auto'italic stick shift. One owner with
only 13,000 actual miles. Has
trailer hitch. Real good clean car.
Call 753-4947 after five p.m.TFNC
_1911 DATSTIN 1200_ Fastback,
vinyl roof, like new with &400
miles. $1,650.00. Also 1967:
Volkswagen Kerman Ghia, clean
$700.00.Phone 753-2720.
MC_
1970 BUICK SKYLARK. Will
consideer trade on smaller car. If '
interested phone 753-4113. M25C
•
1
"
'1961 FORD FALCON four door
automatic, no rust, four good
tires. Runs good. $125.00 or best
offer. Phone 753-4063.
M25C
1969 FORD CUSTOM 390 four
door, $1100.00. 1970 Galaxie 500
four door hardtop air and vinyl
roof,$1900.00. Phone 4362368.
M25C
1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA four
door hardtop, red with black
vinyl roof. Full power with
factory air. Phone 753-7558. M24C
'FOR RENT

Edmond D. Wilford
Now Associated_ With:

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop
Mr. Wilford is a graduate
of West Ky. School of
Barbering. He took his
apprenticeship _ in
Hopkinsville, Ky. and also
practiced barbering white
in the service for 2 years in
Germikny. -

HAIRCUTS:
• Chijdrens - '1,00
Mens - 1.25
Womens - '1.75
SHOE SHINES 35'
Picked Up & Delivered
Hours: 8:00 to-8:00
Monday thru Saturday

HORN BUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP

753,
-3?1
.
.
?
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room
TWO BEbROOM mobile home,
owners. If you would like to form and bath, central heat and air,
two miles south of Murray on 641.
a local chapter of the Good Sam carpet throughout, extra large
Air conditioned. Phone 753-4645
Club, attfnd the meeting Monday master bedroom, rang.e. Days
- craw.
after 4:00 p"re
p.iTh
at
alftn•ra
'Wren '2i, d :IV
phoife '75T3648 or 753-6N2 after
Federal Savings and Loan.March 5:00p.m.
- TFC
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
27C
brick duplex, all electric, car•
TWO BEDROOM Lake Cottage peted. One block from UniverDOES YOUR organization need at Lakeway Shores. Available
sity, 809 North 16th Street. Phone
money? For information on a now. Will rent by the week or
M29C
753-5140.
campaign,
proven fund-raising
M23C
month. Phone 753-6123.
write J. R. Wilson, P. 0. Box
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
1247, Owensboro,Ky. 42301. M24P UNFURNISHED DUPLEX, 1631
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Farmer. Available now. One with shower and bath. One or two
bedroom, large living room, bedroorns.Zimmerman
SHIPMENT
ApartNEW
kitchen, bath and storage rooms. ments, South 16th Street. Phone
-Green Knit Pants
Private carport and drive. Phone 753-6609.
M29C
$12.50
TFC
492-8174.
At The

Spruce St -753-3685
HIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish
and supplies, AYC puppies. Tiny
'Thy—
, Poodles, Irish Setter,
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
North of Murray, Kentucky,
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April

CO-1.--SON
AUCTION
SERVICE "c
COL. JACK COLSON,
Auctioneer

1963 CHEVROLET Impala. Body
in fair „condition. 327- motor- -in-,
good condition, $175700. Contact
John Latimer, Route 1, Hazel,
M27C
498-8739.

TRY OUR Unique savings plan—
You'll love it. Charles DA...Carter,
Farm Bureau Insurance, 7539726.
M29C

AUCTION & REALTY

THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store
spring shoes for ladies, mens and
thildrens are arriving daily. We
receive large shipments of spring
shoes every week. Open Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 6:00
Pill. Saturday '8:30 a.m. 5:06
p.111., Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m. M27C

1

rIsimmirmaiq

Quarter-inch Electric Drill. E
,
Outs. Brace and Bits. Hand Drills
Chalk Lines. Metal Tool Boxes
Pulleys. Lots of Nuts_an?f
Cadiz, Ky. — Phone 522-8524
Drop Cords. Brair Hooks. Shovels
Kuttaw Kentuek Phone 388-7251
Hand Grinders. Chains. 4-600x1
Car Wheels and Tires. Pipe Rack
'for Pickup Truck. Large Tarpaulin, Good. Old Frows, Old
Farm Lanterns. Sledge Hammers
SERVICES OFFERED
Double Bit Axes. Cross Cut Saws
Shovel. Hand Tobacco
FOR RADIO, Television alld'4"Sc°°P
Sprayer. Dreese -Guns
electrical
appliance
repair,
also
Sale every Friday night on highway 641-3 miles North of
Horse
plumbing maintenance phone Hand Post Hole Digger
Paris, Tenn.
Collars. Flames Cow Yokes, Some
753-6091.
March 27NC New Hard Wood Flooring. Scrap
This week anothet load from St. 1.4mis. Furniture, dishes,
Lumber Child's Red Wagon, 12
Gallon Iron Wash Kettles. Old Iron
glass, silver, copper and tools, pots and pans. Everything!
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
Bean Pots. Oil Drums. Canvas FatTobacco Beds Old Box Type Corn
painting;
any
size
job.
All
work
Come and see
10 Gallon Stone Jars
guaranteed. Use first quality Sheller.
Stone Churns. Step Ladders. Wood
Shorty McBride - 247
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve Extension Ladders. Old Glass
Apra 10C ...Candy 'Showcase. 6 Fold Down
Todd,753-8495.
Wood Chairs.
James E. Travis - 278
,. ,.. .
Seyerai Paper Bare. iron Bed
FURNITURE REFINISHING, 500
tt 1. Inch cable. Old Hay
Axe, Old Iron
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, all work guaranteed. Free •• pick "s Old Broad
ION, MARCH 25, 10 a.m.
Irons
up and delivery. Free estimate. Tea senie. Old Smoothing Plugs.
Fishing Tackle Box—Full of
m machinery and livestock,k March 25, at 1:00 p.m. at the Bub Antique or natural finish.
- Jerry Hooks, etc. Old Wood Flour Barrel
e Ray Jourdan farm 2 miles parker farm, located on the Old McCoy,753-3045.
April 20C Several Pieces of Tin Roofing
Scrap Lumber. Galvanized Tanks
t of Lynn Grove,just off Hwy. Concord Road, lkt miles East of
_Cherry Corner Clyurck
4 Large Rolls of Slick Wire. 6 or 12
r
NOT!
MTTer-9. ova-fp!. -ztr Inc?,
tractors; 1 1967 D 17 Allis with Items for sale are; Frigidaire
EXPERIENCED WORK in David Bradley Chain saw.
refrigerator,
electric
stove
and
14" flat bottoms. 2 Jubilee
washer and dryer, like new, two landscaping, mowing, planting, Old 8 Day Mantle Clock, Good
d's.
New 1.2 Inch Electric Drill 2-12
breakfast
sets, ' rocking chairs, pruning, and the working of Gauge Single Barrel Shotguns.
quipment; new 1 arm front
M23C
flower
beds.
Phone
753-6051.
lamps,
dish
er. Like new Gehl Sileage living room suite,
Lots of Miscellaneous Items Not
pper, 10' sealed bearing wheel cabinet, antique clock, three old
Mentioned Here—Come Be With
antique
bedsteads,
trunks,
two
pick-up grader blade, 6'
COUPLE WILL do spring Us For This Spring Sale.
vy duty pick-up disc, 2 sets 2— cedar bedroom suite, set of en- cleaning and yard work.Phone MRS. COISON AND YOUR
Ford plows, Ford spring type cyclopedias, glassware, books, 753-8889.
M24C AUCTIONEER AND ADtivatoe, John Deere 2 row tables, chest of drawers, power
MINISTRATOR OF THE
nter, 6' Ford mower, 30' grain saw, two rolls of wire, harness, WILL DO painting, general ESTATE INVITE EACH &
vator, fertilizer spreader, camper top for long wheel base, repair and odd job work. Phone EVERYONE TO ATTEND
nure spreader, 2 rubber tired bushhog, lots of hand tools and 435-5173.
' M24P THIS SALE.
other items too numerous to
ons,two 2 wheel trailers, new
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
al 1 row corn picker, mention.
SERVED DURING Slit
tipackor, section ha-Frow,- "1 *aye started back baying POP, ALL your home additions,
Im
pole, 1947 Chevy Pi ton sales, so I invite all my friends to alterations, remodeling, etc. Terms: Cash Day Of Sale. Not
ck, new motor, 4 row boom come be with me. Terry Free Estimates. phqne 753Responsible For Accidents.
M24C 6123.
TFC
ay, new Holland Hay bailer, Shoemaker Auctioneer.
SALE BY
w Holland side delivery rake,
tivator side dresser.
WANT TO BUY •
trucking.
WORE.
BULLDOZER
olks., there will 1w so many
bank gravel, fill dirt and
all tools I could not itemize WANT TO BUY speed bicycle. also
Hardin, 354-8569 or
m, such as anvil, vise, log Phiine 767-2655.
TFNC topsoil. Phone
after 6:00 p.m. Apr 7C
354-8161
tiller,
good
garden
ins. Also

mington chain saw, riding
nmower. Expect to find lots of
ms not listed.
ivestock; 12 shoats in the 100
range. Nice Hampshire boar,
red sows, 1 sow and 4 pigs, 32
•ad of heifers, bulls and steers,
nging around 6 months old,
rsey, Holstein and Guernsey
eeds.
y Jourdan, Owner, sale by
to Chester's Auction Service,
n Grove, Kentucky, Phone
042. Not responsible in case
accident. "It Pays To Sell The
M24C
• ester Way."

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

AUTOS FOR SALE

WANTED DAY Shift cook. Apply 1964 DODGE PICKUP truck
in person to Lang John Silvers', Good condition. See at 100 South
TFC 13th Street, Kelly's Pest ConSouth 12th Street.
1423C
trol.

Your MAGNAVOX Center
"After the sell, it's the service that counts"
Bob Randolph, Service Mgr.

Call
753-1916

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE -

AUCTION SALE

ring,radio,
S. With

THURSDAY—MARCH _23, 1972

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK WONDER

AUCTION SA-LE

SL-125. Like
$111 after 5:00
11423C

_

If You

Your Paper I
Phony,.

Min

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

FASHION MART
On Chestnut

TWO GOOD arden plots. broke
TWO BEDROOM furnished ISSt fall. Phone mornings before
.1435c
itrailer, air conditioned, one mile 11:00, 753-1736
froftv-Mtirray:385.00 ki.friOnth;
woo,
TERMI1 ES
STOP
water furnished. Phone Cadiz
guaranteed Free estimate.'
LOST & FOUND
A3C
522-6332:
753-4672
Keel,
Phone Mrs Keys
or H-tia-t-i-o-g4on- Termite Co.,
APARTMENT LOST SMA1.1„ all white female
EFFICIENCY
Huntingdon, Tennessee,986street from cat, has green eyes and a red
across
now,
available
M25C
5975
campus. Flea Collar. Lost Saturday night
of
area
class room
near 10th Si Sharpe. Call 753Private parking provided. Phone
2.368.
M23P
5:00
753-4978
after
or
753-4342
FREE TV each week No purM23C
ecssary. lust register. p.m.
chase ne
LOST SMALL one year old
Your complete car center.
Pekingese, lost near 7th and
Clifford's Phillips 66, south 12th. ONE BEDROOM efficiency Poplar. Friday.
Phone 753-8825
M25C apartment at 1602 Dodson
Phone 753-6919
days or 753-8402 after 5:00
Avenue. Phone 753-6564.
M23C p.m.
M27P
()Inner, Save 10inyour
20 per, ent on
TWO BEDROOM furnished LOST 1971 CALLOWAY County
suran( e needs Call Charles M
apartment. all paneled. Washer High' Senior ring with the initials
Carter, Vann Bureau Insurance,
TZI,on the inside. If found please
M294' and dryer outlets. $60.00 per
791 Ir 753-9726
month. Also two bedroom mobile phone 753-!/237. A reward is being
M25C
home, has storage building. offered.
HELP WANTED
M24C
Phone 489-2595.
LOST: BLACK Heifer calf.
WANTED WOMAN to live in FOUR ROOM furnished apart- missing about two weeks Phone
home with lady and 13 year old ment, private entrances, no 436-2:M7
M29P
Iwy Do housework. Room, board utilities furnished. Phone Budl
and salary 600 Broad Extended, Stalls, 753-3474 days, or 753-3519
M23C
phone 751-9752
M24C
nights.

WANTED LADY to stay in home
EXTRA NICE furnished one
:ind care for stroke patient.
bedroom apartment, all electric
l'hone 753-8875 before 8:00
M23P and air conditioned. Located
ain
between White Hall and Catholic
church.
Part of utilities furWANTED BABY ,SITTER from
nished. Only $85 00 per month.
7:30 a,in till 4:30 p.m. Must
t'hEE ESTIMATE on septic tank furnish own transportation* Couples only Phone 753M25C
ul,tallation. Phone 753-7850. TEC
M23C 3805.
Phone 753-7353.
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Kentucky Roundup

David Hall...
(Ceattnued

Death Claims 'Congressmen...
r. Edmonds tfie-arili-KeOublican
t Hospital
(Continued train Page 1)

to have
lisle County High
Jackson of
filed in the 4th District is inSchool, so of Mr. and 'Mrs.
cumbent Gene Snyder, R-Jefackson of Fancy Farm
fersontown. James W. Rogers
Route 1.
of Dayton, Ky., is the only
Senior Clerk Typist-Donna
Sherman Edmonds ef Murray Democrat to have filed for the
Harris of North Marshall High
School, daughter of Mr. and Route Two was claimed by Democratic nomination.
The measure now goes before the states and becomes effective
In the 5th District, incumbent
Mrs. Herbert F. Harris of death Wednesday at 3:06 p.m,
tie() years after its ratification by three-fourths of the state
at the Murray-Calloway County-4
Lee Cartier, R-Tomkins-Calvert City Rout. L -- ---,_ _legislatures_
Junior Stenographer-Mary Hospital. He was 79 years of age vine, has filed for the RepubliAnn Evans of Calloway County and his death followed an ex- can nomination, and Lyle Leonard Willis of Corbin has filed
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP -Damage is estimated at $200.000 in a
High School, daughter of Mr. tended illness.
The deceased was a retired for the Democratic nomination.
fire that destroyed a workshop and warehouse of the Kitchen
and Mrs. Evans of Murray.
Rep. Carl D. Perkins, D-Hiti
Planning Center at Lexington Wednesday.
Senior Stenographer-Terry employee of the Chrysler
Corporation,
Detroit,
has filed fer re-election
Mich.,
drnan,
High
County
Caldwell
of
Kirby
windthe
The heat from the blast was so intense it cracked
School, whose parents are Mr. jand was a member of Murray in the 7th District and Bessie
shield on one fire truck and melted the red light on another.
and Mrs. George White, Jr., of Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac- Smith of Tina, Ky., has also
The cause of the blaze, in a building owned by the Perry
cepted Masons. He was born filed for the Democratic nomiPrinceton Route 4.
Lumber, Co., has not been determined.
Data Processing-Denise January 14, 1893, in Calloway nation. No Republicans have
Ross of South Marshall High County and was the son of the filed for the seat.
The filing deadline is a week
late George Edmonds and Josie
School.
will be a $100
FRANKFORT. iIC.Y. (0BY,1973"
away..
- Junior Accounting-Dorothy !Alton Edmonds.
million-a-year program in Kentucky.
Edmonds is survived by a half
Kentucky Secretary of State
Thomas of Christian County
Figures presented to the Medicaid Advisory Council at FrankHigh School, daughter of Mr. sister, Mrs. Ethel Clark of Thelma Stovall said Wednesday
fort Wednesday show the budget will increase from its current
and Mrs. Kenneth Thomas of Detroit, Mich.; sister-in-law, she is surprised mare candiMrs. Mary Edmonds of Murray dates haven't filed. Only 14
$77.9 million to $90 million for 1972-73, and to $101 million in 1973Crofton.
Route
Two; several nieces and candidates have formally regis74.
Clerical-Claudia Cope of
with the secretary of
Garnett Johnson, acting commissioner of economic security,
North Marshall High School, nephews including Mrs. John tered
state's
office
at Frankfort.
(Birdie)
Cunningham
of
said the budgets don't provide for any boost in the rate of pay of
Claud
Mrs.
Mr.
and
daughter of
Mrs. Stovall said all candiMurray Route Two and B. W.
intermediate care facilities, a new type of nurshing home that
Cope.
dates for office must file in her
opened in Kentucky last year.
Business Math-A team from Edmonds of Murray.
Masonic
rites
office
in order to be on the balwill
be
held
at
School
_Carlisle County Higli
'the chapel of --the-Rtalock- lot for Itin-1itay--23- primary
made up of Phil Webb, son-aASHLAND, Ky.(AP)-The City of Ashland will be a third Mr. and Mrs. Bill Webb of Coleman Funeral Home tonight election.
Only one candidate, Robert
larger than it is now when an annexation ordinance is published. Bardwell Route 1, Gary Dun- ( Thursday) at 7;30 p.m., conThe city commission Tuesday approved an ordinance to annex can, son of Mr. and Mrs. Smith ducted by the Murray Lodge E. Gable of Stearns, has filed
for the U.S. Senate -seat being
a 2.82-square-mile area south of the city.
Duncan of Bardwell, and Tony which will open at 6:30 p.m.
vacated this year by RepubliFuneral
services
will
be
held
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.J.
A resident of the area to be annexed asked the commission to
FridaYs at 10:30 a.m. at the can Sen. John Sherman Cooper.
Route
1.
Bardwell
of
Wilson
monetary
problems,
and
delay action,saying the city already has
Penmanship-Judy Polivick chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Gable is seeking the GOP nomi- the annexation would place anotherfinancial burden on it.
Funeral Home with Rev. John nation.
of Carlisle County High School,
State Senate Majority Leader
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jones officiating.
Pallbearers
will
be
Tosco
Walter
Dee Huddleston is exBardwell
Polivick
of
Marvin
Clark, B. W.Edmonds, Richard pected to file within the next
Route 2.
Eugene H. Smith Scholar- Edmonds, Marck Cunningham, few days for the Democratic
ship-Betsy Wolfe of Ballard 0. L. Cain, Jr., and Gratis nomination to the Senate seat.
SAIGON . AP(-Communist forces slashed into a district town Memorial
School, Wrather.
High
in the Mekong Delta on Wednesday firing automatic weapons and
Interment will be in the North
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
rocket grenades and killed 19 of the local militiamen and police
Pleasant
Grove Cemetery with
2.
Warren Wolfe of Kevil Route
and nine of their wives and children,
Ethel M. Plock Scholarship- the arrangements by the
Another 29 of the defenders were wounded in the attack on True
Sherry Suggs of Mayfield High Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Giang, 50 miles southwest of Saigon.
-School, daughter of Mr. and Home where friends may call.
Communist forces also attacked the command post of a South Mrs. Clay Suggs of Mayfield.
Thomas J. Green of Route
Vietnamese armored cavalry regiment in southern Cambodia
School awards were made for
Four, Paris, Tenn., died
early today, shelled the main South Vietnamese base for the the following:
Wednesday at 12:10 a.m. at the
current operations in eastern Cambodia and fired 261 rockets and
Best Annual Local Chapter
Chesemore Hospital, Paris. He
mortar rounds at five government positions along the Activities
Report-Symsonia
was 75 years of age.
(Continued from Page 1)
demilitarized zone and farther souther near Hue.
High School.
The deceased was married to
Largest Chapter Mem- number of visitors coming in to the former Cora Chillcutt, who
bership-Carlisle County High see the governor had dimin- survives, in 1921. He was a
WASHINGTON ( AP(-Ending four decades of reluctance and
School.
ished this week. However the retired farmer, veteran of
indecision, Congress has approved a proposed constitutional
Best Chapter -Exhibit-Heath decrease was only slight, she World War I, and a member of
amendment designed to provide equal rights for women
High School.
said, noting that some people the Point Pleasant Baptist
The 84-8 Senate vote Wednesday that completed congressional
Parliamentary Procedure- know they stand a better Church.
action on the proposal. To take effect, the amendment must be Carlisle County High School chance of being granted an auGreen was born April 29, 1896,
ratified by legislatures of 38 states within seven years. It would ( team of Valinda Pickett„ Tim. dience now that the Legislature in Henry County, Tenn., and
become effective two years after ratification.
Boswell, Mark Flegle, Frank had adjourned.
was the son of the late Robert J.
Bodkin, and Debbie Simmons).
Naturally the impact. of a Green and Adeline Morton
Bulletin Board-Mayfield normal three-month session is Green.
'BILOXI, Miss .(AP)-An all-white federal court jury has ruled
High School.
felt in the town as well. One
Survivors in addition to his
against a group of blacks who sought $13.8 million in damages for
Scrapbook-Calloway County motel official, whose estab- wife are one daughter, Mrs.
the Jackson State College shootings in which two young Negroes
High School.
lishment traditionally houses Addie Moore of Northsville,
were killed May 15, 1970.
State Project ( Ecology(- large numbers of lawmakers Mich.; two sons, Robert and
The jury deliberated a day and a half before reporting its Lone Oak High School.
and lobbyists, said their pres- Cloys Green, both of Paris,
verdict Wednesday.
Mrs. LaVerne C. Ryan, ence boosted business this year Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Fannie
assistant professor of business about three times over a non- Stevens of Paducah; four
WASHINGTON( AP)-The House Ways and Means Committee education at Murray State, legislative year and about twice brothers, Jim Green of Paris,
tentatively approved a $5.3-billion state-city aid bill Wednesday. sereed as the campus coor- what .it was when the General Tenn., Charlie Green of
dinator for the conference. Assembly met in 1970.
Buchanan, Tenn., Hogan Green
The measure is a modified version of one offered as a substitute
Milner of Heath High
"When they left it was like on St. Louis, Mo.,and Bill Green
for President Nixon's plan to share federal revenues with state Johnny
School is the regional FBLA losing a member of the fami- of Plano, flI., three grandand local governments.
vice president.
ly," he said.
children; three great grandJudges for the contests inFor some the close of a legis- children.
cluded about 100 people from lative session means the start
Funeral services will be held
NEW YORK (AP )-Searing flames swept through a hallway of
the campus and from the of a new series of projects. Friday at 10:30 a.m. at the
a big midtown YMCA Wednesday night, 1kilhing four persons,
Murray _and_ Calloway County
James ?tenting, da et.tui ut-the -draped of the- -McEvoy-Funeral
(Au mg 292nd-ca1min5 tronitrects-trrffee- the Areerffparuc.
communities.
Legislative Research Commis- Home with Bro. Vernon Turner
sion, said he had started to look officiating. Burial will be in the
FREE PUPPIES
PARIS(AP)-The United States called off next week's session
over the many studies legisla- Hillcrest Cemetery. Friends
Puppies, part Beagle and part tors had instructed his office to may call at the McEvoy
of the Vietnam peace talks today because of the lack of progress
hound, seven weeks old, are carry out between now and the Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
on the prisoner of war issue.
U. S. Ambassador William J. Porter also appeared to rule out free to persons to give them a next regular session in 1974.
regular weekly meetings in the future.
good home. For information
The effects that stem from a
753-4553.
call
Earlier North Vietnam charged President Nixon is preventing
legislative session may be rethe return of American prisoners of war and increasing their
Inventor Thomas Alva Edi- vived this year. The loss of a
ruirribtit by "prolonging, intensifying and expanding," the Viet- son was born in Milan. Ohio in key administration bill to estabnam war.
1847
lish an Environmental ProtecPersons were charged, ention Department and the possitered pleas of guilty, and were
bility of KentiickY's voter resifined in the March 10th session
dency requirements being nulliof the Murray City Court with
fied by a Supreme Court deciCity Judge William .Donald
sion have raised the Possibility
Overbey presiding.
of a special session.
Names placed on the perTommy Preston, Ford's press manent court records were as
secretary,-sard-a- Lopy
es, day's Supreme Court decision
Tony N. Hughes, reckless
striking down a similar residen- driving, fined $25.00 costs
cy requirement in Tennessee $10.00.
should arrive here before the
Michael Alan Gleaves,
end of the week and prompt a disregarding stop sign, fined
decision whether to summon $50.00 costs $10.00.
Selection
Marshall,
the legislators back to work.'
C.
See Our Large
Cower
shoplifting, fined $50.00 costs
$10.00.
James L. Jones, shoplifting,
fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
Senators To Inspect
Hughes Edwards, public
drunkenness, fined $100.00 costs
Ft. Campbell March 24 $10.00 sentenced to twenty days
in jail.
Kentucky Senator Marlow
Nellie Rubene Lassiter,
Cook and Tennessee Senator driving while intoxicated and
Howard Baker Jr. will inspect driving on suspended license,
the
facilities
and
the fined $1,000.00 costs $10.00,
preparation being made to. sentenced to thirty days in jail.
reactivate the 101st .Airmobile
Danny R. Williams, speeding,
Friday Nights
Store Hours: 9-5 Weekdays
Division at Ft. Campbell on fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
March 24 according to a
Harold G. Walls, improper
9--8 P.M.
telegram received from Sen. registration, fined $10.00 costs
Cook today.
$10.00.
The two senators wifl arrive
VFW POST NO. 7609
at the base at 8.40 a.rii ('ST and
Veterans of Foreign Wars
will receive a briefing before Post No. 7609 will have a
making a helicopter flight over meeting Thursday, March 23, at
Ph 642 2932
the base. They will spend the seven p.m. at 203 North 2nd
Paris, Tennessee
124 W Washington
rest of the day inspecting the Street, according to Gladis
individual facilities and will Jones who
asks that all
Fashions For The Younger Set
depart at 5 pin
members please be present
WASHINGTON, ( AP)-Kentucky Republican Sens. John
Marlow Cook voted with the majority as the Senate approved 84-4
a proposed Constitutional lArnendment Wednesday that woul
guarantee women equal rigkts with men under federal and stale
law.

World News Briefs

Thomas Green
Passes Away

Capitol ...

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

NEW SHIPMENT

RENZO KNITS
FOR THE TODDLERS

BUSTER BROWN
Lots and Lots of

SPORTSWEAR

Arriving Daily, by:
Kingston - Stretchini - Coming Thing - Grace and Others!
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FOR SALE
OXY-ACETYLENE OUTFIT,
gauges, hoses, tips and two
cylinders with 25 year lease.
M2SC
$150.00. Phone 753-7295.

7
.t
1
4
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MR S
1OALE
May be seen in SIX TIRES,
FOR
IANO:
SALE
SPINET P
ply,size 7102,lAit
your area. Reliable persons in- new. Phone 753-6242.
y lance a .1_ l_otwp
tpearyesmteedpitns smallaba
AEC REGL,STERED black T - „ ___
write
Poodle
P0
1041:7u_
Richardson Music Company, 0
puites..., 8 , weeksm29c
ol .
Poplar Bluff,Mo

CREOSOTED POLES and Peale
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
traveler
logs for dock flotation. Murray CAMPER FOR pickup truck. 14' ARKANSAS
Lumber Company, 104 Maple Call 753-2591 after 5:30 p.m. M25C aluminum boat, extra wide
and 35 H.P. Johnson motor.
ITC
Street.
Electrically equipped, $375.09.
FERGUSON
MASSEY
135
M25C
USED 3,-2 H.P. lawn mower, ball tractor, used 106 hours and Phone 753-3687.
bearing wheels, instant height mower. Phone 753-4383.
M25C
adjustment, $30.00. New 12' V
'
bottom aluminum boat, $175.00. 1970-350 HONDA at Ken's Truck FOR QUICK sale, $75.00 each:
TFC Stop, Hazel Highway, phone 492- Nice large refrigerator, electric,
Phone 753-4782.
m25p guitar and amplifier, large green
8304.
rug and rubber pad, bed, mat71-1.P. RIDING mower, used only
4.or 5 times. One 19" and one 22" TOWBAR. FOR.. Volkswagen, .'4'eSS., i3.00 each. Phone 753-8333
M25C after 5:00 p.m.
M25C
good push mowers. 210 Main, $45.00. Phone 753-7295.
Bilbrey's, phone 753-5617. M25P

FAB-N-TRIM
314 Main
Thurs.-Fri.'Only

WEST BEND.

REMNANTS
Rig
Price
Marked

56%

Local Women
Attending
State Meet

STAINLESS STEEL
MIXING BOWL
Reg. $1.49
A "must- for every kitchen - you'll use it for

$119

with csanawi "
mixing cakes, whipping cxearn. Fzeparing.salads,
washing vegetablei: storing fowl dozens of other ways. deans
in a jiffy, and won't chip, crack or rust.
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BILBREY'S

Seven members-of the 10- E. Ater
753-5617
Calloway County Homemakers
Club and their home agent, Mrs.
Wrather,
left
Barletta
yesterday for Lexington to
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
attend the annual meeting of the
Extension
Kentucky
Homemakers Association at the
University of Kentucky campusThe Calloway group joined
women from other counties in
the Purchase area to make the
trip by chartered bus. Members
from Calloway attending are
Mesdames Joseph Hendon,
John Bartholomy, Bobby
Grogan, Don Osmus, Jackie
TVA Electricity - City Water
Butterworth, Hoyt Craig, and
Free Access to Barkley Lake
Leerier Pritchett. There are
twenty different homemakers
1495 to /495 Terms
clubs in Calloway County.
Special speakers at the
meeting from March 23-25 are
Oddvar Berg, a veteran of 20
years as a missionary in the
Belgian Congo whose subject
will be "What's Right With
America", and "Epsy" Mrs.
H. K. ) Johnson, Cultural arts
chairman for the National
Extension Homemaker Council,
who will discuss the potential
for cultural arts activities in
Homemaker Clubs.
Rev. Berg, a native of Oslo,
Norway, is pastor of the r Old
Brick Presbyterian Church in
Sheffield, Alabama.
_Other highlights of the
program are; Announcement of
the selection of three Maston
Feren-fleniemairers,ati iirutr
the late Myrtle Weldon, state
Extension leader for home
economics for three decades;
Developed by . ..
special training sessions for
homemakers who do volunteer
work; and election of officers.
Guest speaker for the state
board and county delegate is
Miss Chloe Gifford, past
president of the National
BECK & JEAN WILSON, Owners
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Mrs. Philip Harrison, Cyn905 Doran Road
tana. is current KEHA
pireSident of the more than 1700
Murray, Kentucky 42071
local Homemaker Clubs adding
Phone 502-753-9850
up to a,statewide m membership of about 30,000 women.

ouovviMMEIMMININNO

Beautiful Half Acre or One Acre

WOODED LOTS
Near

Barkley Lodge

BLUEGRASS LAND
COMPANY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1

641 BARGAIN CENTER
South of Puryeor, Tennessee
LADIES WEAR
New Shipment of Merchandise Just Arrived .
CASUAL and SPORTSWEAR
• DRESSES • BLOUSES • PANT SUITS • SHORTS
• TOPS • SLACKS
* FAMOUS NAME BRANDS AT BARGAIN PRICES *
1st Quality Double
Knit Polyester
Large Shipment of Slacks and Shirts
SLACKS
DOUBLE KNIT
Reg. 120.00
PULLOVER
All Colors
Our Price '12.95
SHIRTS $499
KNIT FLARES Rig. '14.00 and Sizes
Funkys and Growls
Slightly Irregulars
16.99
Monday-Saturday - 9-5
Friday Nights Til 8:00 p.m. Sunday 1-6

MENS WEAR

1

ICH 23, 1972

Section
Two
ze 7141
/
2, like
M25C

THURSDAY

THURSDAY

MARCH 23, 1972 "

MARCH 23, 1972

) black Toy
weeks old.
M29C
traveler
!xtra wide
son motor.
ed. 8375.00.
M25C

$75.00 each:*
tor, electric
large green
, bed, matone 753-8311
MI5C

19
maim '
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Twiggy to be a star?
The last natural palm grove
in Texas,described by botanists
as-a truly unique tree:tuna( the.
UnitedStates, has been..per
chased
by the National
Audubon Society and will be
preserved as a sanctuary.
The sabal palm,onlymember
of the palm family native to

Texas, once grew extensively in
the Rio Grande valley and
along the southern coast of the
state. A great forest of these
palms stood at the mouth of the
river. It is there that an unspoiled remnant has been
acquired by the Audubon
Society as part of a 172-acre
tract.
The sanctuary will be a haven
for wildlife as well asfor plants,
according to John M. Anderson,
MARCH 18, 1972
Sanctuary Director for the
ADULTS..100
national conservation
NURSERY..5
organization.. The lower Rio
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Grande valley is the norMrs.Terry Lois Underhill and thernmost limit for some
Baby Girl, Route 1, Almo, Mrs. species of birds, like the green
Judy Lane Usher, and Baby jay and chachalaca, which are
Girl, Route 1, Kirksey.
found nowhere else in the
DISMISSALS
United States. The preserve will
'' • " ntudbvtli -Wooct—V.riefit the white-wingeZarove,
—
Route 1, Murray, Dewey a bird not quite so limited in its
Lafayette Riley, Route 8,
range but one which has been
Benton, Mrs. Frocie Mae suffering a serious loss of
Hornbuckle, 211 Pine St., nesting habitat in southern
Murray, Loman
Eugene Texas. The region is also the
Coleman
(Expired)
126 habitat of many interesting
Pilgram, Highland Park, Mich.. varieties of reptiles, am-

Hospital Report

phibians and other wildlife.
The new sanctuary includes a
resaca—an ox-bow lake left
when the Rio Grande shifted
its course long ago—which will
make the site attractive to
waterfowl. Part of the tract has
been cleared for agricultural
purposes; that part, Mr. Anderson said, will be replanted
with native brushes to offer
suitable habitat for still other
species of birds and animals
native to the area.
Plans for use of the sanctuary, other than protection of
its plants and wildlife, are still
incomplete, but according to
Mr. Anderson it is expected that
it will be open to qualified
naturalists for research work,
and will also be made available
for supervised educational use.
A MINORITY GAIN
DALLAS(AP) — A Civil Service Commission sutVer shoWr
Dallas area minorities are holding more of the better-paying
federal jobs than ever before.

TWIGGY—Can she iniike it on the screen?

HOLLYWOOD — is she—a— "The bevatt"-M-Ve Made him
star or isn't she? That's what the wayward genius among
everyone who hasn't yet seen British directors, has com"The Boy Friend" wants to pletely rewritten Sandy Wilknow — and professional star- son's 1953 musical satire about
gazers here in Hollywood are the '20s, borrowed shamelessly
no exception.
from Busby Berkley, and
Twiggy, that very slender turned out a film full of lavish
girl who won fame and fortune production numbers that is
probably the most Hollywoodat 17 as one of Britain's top
models, now at the ripe old age like musical picture ever to
of 22 makes her singing, danc- come out of a British studio.
We see Twiggy first, blonde,
ing and acting debut as Polly
Browne — the same part that uncertain and wide-eyed, an
assistant stage-manager in a
introduced Julie Andrews to
down-at-the-heels repertory
American theatergoers when
company backstage in a PortsJulie was only 18.
mouth, England, theater. The
Here for the American prestar of the company (played
miere of the film, Twiggy perbriefly but brilliantly by
mitted an interview but never
Glenda Jackson) is taken ill
for a minute left the side of her
discoverer-manager, Justin de
and Twiggy is asked to take her
Villeneuve.
place.
"I was terrified when we first"You're going out there--a
began the film," she admitted
youngster and coming back a
with a giggle. "But Ken was so
star," the director tells her.
patient as a director and he let
And this could well be a symme do the role as I felt it. I think
bolic statement for Twiggy's
people will either go for it very
own career. .
much, or just hate it."
Freckle-faced, saucer-eyed,
Director Ken Russell, whose
and scared, she goes through
Ulms "Women in Love" and
the whole routine in the picture,

dancing on a giant phonograph
record and singing "I Could Be
Happy With You" in a sliverthin voice. And she gaiii
through the routine of an interview in obvious need of the
reassurance she gets from her
Svengali, the faithful Justin.
"I haven't modeled in over a
year. I've just been preparing
for this role," she confides.
But let's face it — I'm not
really what you might call an
actress. I wouldn't want to be
the kind of actress that people
were always calling up and
asking if you will do this.
"I wouldn't want to be on the
stage, either. Still I think I
understand the camera. When I
'first saw myself up there on the
screen I thought, 'Gee, look
how skinny you are.' But that's
because everyone knows I'm
skinny.
.._Xine problem I encountered
was getting a '20s feeling. I
mean, I'm a rather '60s sort of
girl, you might say. But the
costumes and the sets got me
right into the spirit of it. Now
I'm looking forward to doing
another musical — with Justin,
of course."

-5617
FOR SALS2

cre

516 Main -Murray

EASTER CLOTHES FOR ALL

8 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon. film Sat
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Friday

THE FAMILY ..AT BIG SAVINGS TOO!
YOUR KEY TO VALUE

FABRICS
2 yd.cut $4"
DOUBLE KNIT
001. Polyoshrr
Doubl• Knit
(Slightly Irreg.)

HANDBAGS
Assorted sfylos and colors

BOYS' and GIRLS' SHOES

sr.s2,..

Big selection to choose from. Great
savings on Easier shoes.

LADIES DRESSES
KNIT

IER

GIRLS DRESSES
Sites I lo 7

'4"

Big selection of Easter dresses in blends or
cottons

Groovys

Other Styles of Polyester Fabric.

,1-6

INFANTS' WEAR

Junior and
Misses Sixes

Comfortable, smart look.
ing styles in junior and
misses sites, 7 to 20. halt
sites 16Vi to 14' •

Men's sites S, M. L. and XL $2.00 and S2 SO
Good looking styles of solid colors. stripes
and patterns, Short sleeves.

Fancy trims
sizes
6
to
months.

I R $300

BOYS' WEAR

Boys' Flare Pants
$300

Smart looking
fits in assortn
colors. Site. 6 '
IS months.

$300

Just in time for the E•ster Par•d•
of fashion for your little girl. Select
from a big assortment of pretty
styles and bright colors. Half or
sin..
three quarter 4,9,1, il
I tO 14.
-or

4-

V—KARCR-23,1922

•

.
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A -CLOSER-LOOK-

-FREE

come in! see why

RCA ColikTV

FRIGIDAIRE
is worth more

[ECELF
Color TV

• 100% Frost Proof
• Specialized Door Storage
• Only 30" Wide, 60" High

COME IN NOW AND
REGISTER!

FREE

$

FRIGIDAIRE

at

POPICORI
PEPSI-COI

FREE

Ward-Elkins
you always get

* Liberal Terms
* Factory Trained
Service
* 30 Days—Same
As Cash
* Convenient
Location
* Large Display
Area
* Quick Service
* Appliances is our
only business!

Frigidaire!

Frigidaire!

Electri-clean oven cleans
itself—racks, drip bowls, too
—automatically, electrically.
Cook-Master control turns
oven on, off at times you
select. Automatic appliance
outlet. Single-dial oven control. Infinite -heal surTilee
unit-controls

Budget-priced range is easy
to cook on, easy to clean.
Infinite heat settings. Singledial oven control. Self-cleaning broiler shield. Removable
oven door for easy-oven
cleaning. Spill-Saver top

$259°°
flu

10010111%
111111111111
11111
011I01111

• Push-button Selector
• 2 Cooling Speeds
• Thermostatic Control

AEC-6LS

:15900
ado

1"1 (
I'

Hie.

• •

IFII C:11

• Adjustable Air Control

CM MAYTAG
—

••

= IL—.IKa

FRIGH
ELEC
DRY

Drawl!,
Hold
Mart

Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1-18 Washer with
Automatic Soak cycle. Flexible capacity 1 piece to 18
pounds. Exclusive Jet Circle
Spray System rinses clothes
better. Permanent Press
Care. Mechanism has no
WWIto wear.2_)o oil to leak._

$218"

RCA VICTOR Z ,

Phone
753-1713

1

COME
REGIST

#
,
5 cycles and 1 option including Rinse & Hold. Spots-Away
Rinse Injector. Super-Surge
washing action. Silverware
basket. Easy to load. Easy to
Install. Door panel available
In popular colors. Fits standard 24 cabinet openings.See
_Muffs worth the difference!

if

$19900

22995
1 Only-12,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner
23995
2 Only-15,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner
24995
2 Only-16,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner
25995
5 Only-17,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner
5 Only-20,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner 28995
2 Only -26,000 BTU Delux Air Conditioner '33995
- I.

Drawl
To Be
Marc
31

HELIUM
FILLED

00

WARD- 1

23,1g72
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ht in Color TV Sales for 18 yrs.
HERE IS JUST ONE REASON WHY

RCA Color TV!

RCA Color Portable
first-class viewing
at tourist rates
This RCA Color Portable gives
you generous screen size in a
compact cabinet. Powerful
21,500-volt (design average)
chassis and computer-designed picture tube deliver high-level
color perforniance. And that low
price makes it one of the
greatest values we've ever
offered. Come in for a
demonstration. You'll like what
you see.

N NOW AND
EGISTER!

FREE!

FRIGIDAIRE
ELECTRIC
DRYER

Limited Quantities At This Price

the ADAIR_
.14
*
New VI MAR Model EQ•405
Is` chagonat ptcture

Colonial charm
in a big-screen
color special

POPCORN
PEPSI-COLA

FREE!

SALE PRICED

AccuColor quality,
Early American
cabinet beauty

$5iRoo
wt

The DARTMOUTH
Nee Vrate,Model GP 634
23' ellegon•t p.cture

Authenlic Colonial
Styling in a mastercrafted cabinet Big 23"
diagonal picture tube has
exceptional brightness
A.F.T. assures perfect
fine tuning every time
Detent UHF tuning

$48E?

$508°,

Early American styling
and famed AccuColor
performance A.F.T. and
AccuTint for fiddle-free
tuning.

Tee ABINGTON
Model GQ 627
23'dlasOhe picture -

Big-screen
90.114.ble...Priced
to fit your budget

Portable TV
vrTfh that fine
luggage look

AccuColoro
performance
with brilliant
color pictures

SPECIAL. I

The ASHMEAD
Model GQ-653
25 ddegoned ',Khoo

Early American
styling plus
--tafr-performanee

RCA console TV
contemporary look
^

ALL STEREO
NOW IN STOCK
GOING ON A -4

• Drawing To Be
Held 4:30
March 31

COME 'NAND
REGISTER NOW!

COST

The PRODIGY
Model AQ 191
19' dmeonal pleture

FREE!

Compact Contemporary
console features the
Accuerite picture tube—
RCA's best. A.F.T. and
AccuTint for fiddle-free
tuning.

$199°,!

PLUS BASIS

$228°.?

FUN PERFECT... GIFT PERFECT ... BUY FOR GRADUATION NOW!
To the

-Yours for a song
full-feature RCA
Clock Radio

Children

9995

BALLOONS

Medd R10417

$3495

51995

Wake to music or
buzzer alarm. Great
AM sound. Drowse
---' alarm for
sleepyheads.
Sleep switch.

ELK INS

Value-priced
portable RCA
cassette recorder

FM and AM sound
in a personal-size
RCA portable

"Anywhere'. AC or
battery operation.
Comes with
accessories
including blank
cassette

-Anywhereoperation on six
-AA- penlight
batteries Vernier
tuning. Earphone.
Wrist strap.
Model RI MIS:

IGI UM RR

Murray,
Ky.
•

••

V •'Fl IF,11:3I

ea MAY1
—

G

••

RCA VICTOR

C

n. 1172
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America's indepe16nt
business people are dea set
against the few among them
who sell by fraud or deception,
but they have reservations
about Congressional proposals
to throw Federal and state
courts open to class-action
consumer suits.

find little recourse, despite laws
against fraudulent or deceptive
sales practices, because of
-prohibitive legal costs and
restrictions on civil consumer
actions.
However, a bill before
Congress which would permit
consumer class action suits has
•

•

•

percent oppose it, and 12 percent am...undecided. "—
What concerns most opposing
business
people is that the
National
the
polled by
Federation of Independent measure could open a PanBusiness. Nationwide, 41 dora's box of nuisance suits
percent favor a class-action bill which -would harass reputable
Bob businessmen. Most of the
Representative
by
Eckhardt of Texas, 49 percent dissenters seem to feel there
safeguards
against
oppose it and 10 percent Cannot are
fraudulent and deceptive
decide which way to vote.
Business people in Kentucky marketing, and "let the buyer

41

charlatan operators generally dependent business owners endorse the legislation, 49

\

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *

CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
6:30 Safari
7:00 SmithJones
8:00 Longstree4
9:00 Marshall
10;011 1401401 10:30 Cave??

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Flip Wilson
8:00 lronside
9:00 Dean Martin
10:00 News
h10:30 -Tonight

CH. 5
WLAC
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Cbimp
7:30 My 3 Sons
8:00 Movie
10:20 News
1445OMa50e •
11:50 Movie
11:50 Movie

I
I

CH. 6
WPSD
:30 Wagoner
7:00 Flip Wilson
:00 Ironside
:00 Martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 12
CH. II
KFVS
,,
WSIX
Primus
6:30
Griffith
6:00
Rogers
7:00 Will
6:30 Golddiggers
8:00 Smithsonian
7:00 Smith Jones
News-Hour
,
9:00
8:00 Longstreet
' 10:00 News
9:00 Marshall
1.0:10 Movie
10,04 chaparro
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

,

,:00

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

Ralph Emery
7:00 Today
4:00 Dinah's
9:30Concentration
10:00 Century
10:30 Squares
11:00Jeopardy
,,,
i ..30 Who-Where
11:55 News
Shthe
awban*441"--TIT013114340i
b
1'116 ‘
1:30 Dating
1.00 Our Lives
2:00 Gen' Hell).
1:30 Doctort
2:30 One Life
2:00 Another
3:00 Love Am.
World
3:30 Matinee
2:30 Bright
5:00 Hugh X.
Promise
i
News
5:30 Ns
3:00 Bugs Bunny
6:00 News
3:15 Movie
6:30 Spts-Action
5:25 Weather
7:00 Brady-Bunch 5:30 News
7:30Partridge-Fam 6:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
8:00 Room-222
7:00 Sanford-Son
8:30 Odd-Couple
9;00Love-Am-Stylo 7:30 Chronolog
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Cave??
12:00 Movie
8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 The Life
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11:30 Split-Second
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal'

/

CH. 29
WDXR
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Crest. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
r

6:30 McCoys
6:00 Sunrise
5:45—Seuriiai
7:00 Today
7:00 Bose
6:30 Break. Show
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
Romper
1:30
7:00 News
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Concent.
8:00 Kangaroo
7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
9:00 Lucy
8:00 Kangaroo
11:00 Bewitched
1010 Squares
9:30 My 3 Sons
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
11 30 Barbara
10:00 Fam. Affair
9:30 T or C
11:30 Who-What- 11 45 sawing
10:30 Love-Life
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
- 11 SS C. Duvall
11:00 Where Heart
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 Child-Me- 13 00 My Child
it:ts News
1110 ttearrt ts ' 'Tao
.72 30 juwke.o.ai
- '
11:30 Search
11:30 Search
12:30 News
1:00 Newlyweds
PicFarm
12:00
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45 Pastor
1:30 Dating
12:25 News
1:00 Our Lives
:00 Gen. Hosp. , 12:05 News '
12:30 World Turns
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
:30 One Life
Many
1:00 Love
gia password
1:00 Love Is
2:00 Another,
Gukting Light
1:30
1:30 Guiding Light World
1:30 Love Am.
2:00 Secret Storm
2:00 Secret Storm 2:30 Bright
4:00 Jeannie
Night
2:30 Edge
2:30 Edge of Night Promise
4:30 Green Acres
Pyle
3:00 Gamer
Pyle 3:00 Somerset
3:00 Gomer
5:00 News
3:30 Virginian
3:30 Calendar
3:30 Gilligan
6:00 Griffith
Hazel
5:00
3:35 Popeye
6:30 Your-Life
4:00 Movie
4:00 Gilligan
7:00 Brady-Bunch 5:30 News
5:25 News
4:30
Party
Dance
7:30 Partridge-Farr( 6:00 News
6:00 Nevis
6:30 Buck Owens
5:30 News
1:00 Room-222
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 O'Hara
1:30
Grn-Acres
8:30 Odd-Couple
7:00 O'Hara
7:00 Sanford-Son 9:00 Love-Am-Style 8:00 Movie
8:00 Movie
9:30 Don Rickles
7:30 Chronolog
10:00 Chaparral
9:30 Don-Rickles
10:00 News
9:30 Felony-Sq
11:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
10:00 News
11:10 Anderson
10:30 Mason
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Cavett
11:30 Movie

9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
1:0 3Movie Game
1:30 Moktie
:00 Munsters
t:30 Fury
00 Bozo
:00 Superman
:30 McHales
157 News
'
. ,
Gunn
6:00 mann
Theatre-29
6:30
810 Theatre
9:30 Creat. Feat.
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre

•

WOODSTOCK JUST SENT IN
FOR A NELJ NEST !

Li/CX.)! IT'S A
REAL 13EAUTY!

BLONDIE
THAT WAS
MR.DITHERS -rD RECOGslizE
1<tC.I4
ANIY+.41-1ERE'

FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 072
changed, so consider revisions
as soon as their need becomes
obvious. You do not Usually
procrastinate, but everyone
CAPRICORN
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
i4
More gains indicated than you (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lif
Try not to make drastic
may anticipate.. But there will
be SOME obstacles, so pick changes in your schedule. It
your way alertly and cautiously could delay you, disturb others
working with you. Keep
but without anxiety.
everything on an. even keel.
TAURUS
AQUARIUS
Apr 21 to May 21)
Be prepared to withstand iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Do not procrastinate in imopposition, unexpected
disturbances. You CAN settk portant matters. There's a
matters - in a way that will win tendeneY iio0i10 "put -Off-Witt/
later," shunt aside, refuse to
the admiration of others.
face facts. Eyes open!
GEMINI
PISCES
, May 22 to June 21)
)(C‘7
Expand in operations going i Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
There are tendencies now
well. setting a -better pace for
speedier results. Make use of toward excitement, undue
your innate clever management reaction to disappointment,
altering plans needlessly. Be
and organizational ability.
alert to your own moods and
CANCER
curb the harmful ones.
June 22 to July 23)
Study the methods used by
YOU BORN TODAY, unlike
successful persons, add your
own know-how and the lessons many other Arlene, have been
of past experience. In this way gifted with the traits needed to
you can assure good results make a great success in the
financial stkirld. Yet, here we
from your endeavors.
find a paradox since, while you
1,E0
have a great yearning for the
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Leave no wide gaps in either material things of life — and the
plans or schedule. Op- ability to acquire them — you
portunities are up for grabs. often lose out through sheer
imand
Make sure you are in the impulsiveness
may
be
Your
eyes
practicality.
receiving line early. Steady
effort will bring fine rewards. wide open to gainful opportunity, but you often rush
(
r‘iRe.
into new ventures without
Aug 4 to Sept. 23) 1/IP
you
Do not become involved in careful preparation and
to
matters that do not really often allow over-enthusiasm
dim your foresight Once having
concern you, but DO take an
self-control in this
interest in new trends within learned
you should be
however,
respect,
your own field.
successful. Aside from
very
LIBRA
finance, other fields in which
Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
you could excel include the law,
should
make
fairly
good
You
statesmanship, music, the
headway in most activities, but
theater and literature. Birdon't go off on tangents or
thdate of: William Morris, Eng.
scatter energies. Either could
poet, artist; Thomas E. Dewey,
offset best endeavors.
Amer. statesman.
SCORPIO
•
•
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
YOUR',PERSONAL- HOROSCOPE
This can be a day of
FOR 19/2 - including a detailed day
by day forecast, complete guide to
significant achievement — IF
love and marriage, and a 'comyou are ready, willing and able.
prehensive character analysis — is
now available_ For your personal
Any needed cooperation will be
forecast, send $1.00 plus 25 cents in
coin for postage and handling to this
available now.
newspaper, care of Horoscope Book
SAGITTARIUS
Department. boa 113, Old Chelsea
Ber
New 'For*, N.Y. NOM Print
Stenor
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
yobrAtAME, ADDRESS will% ZIP, and
DATE OF BIRTH.
Some plans may have to be
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SELF HELP—

Biafran orphans carry water containers on their heads at reception center'near Onitsha. Nigeria.
'
Center houses homeless children found—at war's end.

Crosswoyd Puzzle,
ACROSS

6 Part of
to be"

RiOPAIA
-Reeel3ide-heN4Entertain
8 Southwestern
Indian
Staid
9 Identical
Elements
10 Omits in
Indefinite
pronunciation
article
11 Transactions
15 Fruit calls
13 Cubic
17 Send forth
meter
18 Falsehood
16 Jog
20 Musical
19 Muse of
instruments
poetry
23 Dutch town
21 Model
24 Organs of
22 Blemish
hearing
25 Pile
26 Molar
-rionic27 Leases
28 Ieu
deity
30 Part of
29 Narrow, flat
play
boards
32 NuisSnces
31 Trudge
34
Sharp
33 Metal fastener
36 Newspapers.
35 Mud
collectively
36 Go '
37 Tell
39 Birds' homes
42 Note of scale
43 Mix, as dough
45 Halt
46 Guido's high
note
48 Go in
50 Resort
51 Seasoning
53 Turkish
regiment
55 Printer's
measure
56 Emits vapor
59 Mistakes
16 37
61 Weird
62 Prophets
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1 ServIle
2 Hypothetical
force
3 Make lace
4 Greenland
"Settlement
5 European
dormouse
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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38 Facts
40 Hiavidrinkers
41 Reaches
across
44 Erases
(printing)
47 Toward
shelter

4

49 Unusual
52 Sailor
(coli0z1;)
54 Anger
57 Note of scale
58 Compass
point
60 Conjunction

35
38 I•r?', 39
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THE PHANTOM

Increase The Value of Your Propertyli
Rid your home of excess rocks and dirt. Simply draw- a sketch of your
drive -and-mail-itto-Aspitalt-favittigHite.;Bek-3-24-7,
estimate.

THAT'S
DIFFICULT

CHEAT..
LIAR

BEATLE BAILEY
BOY,
15 Ti-iAT
CA-it1-11N6
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ONE OF THE GREAT
AAYTERIES OF LIFE —
EVERYTI-IING'S
BUT WORK
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Your price will include light grading and 2 inch compacted asphalt
* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
51
/
4% BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

Paducah, Ky.

502-443-8808
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